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MAN-COMF'UTER PROBLEM SOLVING IN lXEGL-TIME NAVAL DUELS (u) 
1.0  I N T R O D U C ~ O N  
1.1 Objectives of the  Research Reported 
Research described i n  t h i s  report  has been conducted under Contract 
~00014-67-A-0216-0013 f o r  the  development of new man-computer problem solving 
methodology, which could be widely applied by the Navy. 
Th.e hypothesis t h a t  i s  examined i n  the  research reported here is  
a s  follows. If an in te rac t ive  system would be available by which a human 
problem solver could put together, e a s i l y  and quickly, a simulation of the  
problem and quickly perfarm t e s t s  of various solutions, perform an evaluation 
and then fur ther  improve the  solution, then large scale economies and improved 
effectiveness would r e su l t  f o r  two reasons: 
a.  the cost of implementing the simulation would be great ly  
reduced, but what i s  f a r  more important, 
b. the  feedback cycle of 
1) awlysis-devise  solution 
2) t e s t  solution 
3) evaluate-and-modify-solution 
would be grea t ly  shortened i n  time, and save major costs involved with r e a l  
l i f e  t es t ing .  
Such systems a r e  i n  existence, f o r  instance, f o r  chemical and e l e c t r i -  
ca l  engineers engaged i n  design of chemical pracessing plants  o r  e l e c t r i c  
c i r c u i t s  respectively.  The problem posed t o  the  researchers here was whether 
t h i s  approach could be applied widely i n  a large,  diverse organization such 
a s  t he  Navy and i n  par t icular ,  whether the  Navy could use t h i s  problem solving 
methodology f o r  conducting operations, management, and engineering design. 
St was recognized from the outse-t that a problem solving system for 
the Navy problem solver would have facilities beyond those availa6le in a 
system for a chemical or electrical engineer. For instance, simulation of 
conflicts is required in aiding the work of the Navy weapon systems designer. 
Simulating a conflict implies several *earns of antagonists participating 
interactively with the computer. Additionally, the complex problem of real 
time data acquisition and andysis must be handled by the problem solving 
system. 
The research reported here may be considered to have taken the 
empirical approach. An environment was selected - that of a Naval war. An 
interactive problem solving computer system was designed for this environment. 
It is referred to in this report as a submarine vs. task force war game. The 
project staff then experimented with this system in the solution of problems 
to obtain an indication of the effectiveness of the system for problem solving. 
In particular, problems in: 
a. human engineering 
b. computational methods 
c. strategy 
have been solved. These problems have been in the three areas of 
a. tracking and navigation - reported in Sect. 3, 
b. sonar applications and processing - reported in Sect. 4, and 
c. weapon application - reported in Sect. 5. 
Section 6 of the report illustrates the operation of the problem 
solving system through the presentation of a scenario of a war game. 
1.2 Special Credits 
In the construction of this system, the project was highly indebted 
for many valuable suggestions to Cdr. Philip Charest, USN, then a graduate 
student in Computer and Information Sciences at the Moore School. Many 
of the strengths of the system are due to Cdr. Charest's ideas and suggestions. 
Without them the system would have been far less oriented to a realistic 
Naval situation. Nevertheless, design decisions were, of course, the complete 
responsibility of the Project Technical Staff. 
In addition, other Naval officers assigned to the University Naval R O E ,  
and officers and civilians from ONR, Johnstown Naval Air Development Center, 
and elsewhere supplied pertinent comments during demonstrations. 
1.3 Recommendations 
In the course of the research, a Problem Solving Facility has been 
implemented which responds to the requirements of a naval systems designer 
or naval trainer. It includes a structure to simulate multi-antagonist conflicts. 
It is modular and has a command language and data management facilities that 
allow for easy and quick reorganization and modification of a simulation to 
suit specific problem solving situations. It is open-ended in that the user 
can readily add modules for the study of a particular interaction or features 
that he wishes to test. It allows simulation of roles of members of a team, 
or entire teams of participants. 
While the results of our research have been only qualitatively evaluated, 
the rapid problem solving progress of our research staff using the problem 
solving system causes us to make the following recommendations to the Navy: 
1. The man-computer problem solving methodology described in 
this report should have a strong impact on Naval problem solving effective- 
ness in commanding, conduct of operations, managing, and engineering. 
2. The Navy should develop similar man-computer problem solving 
systems for several other broad Naval environments such as surveillance, 
various types of warfare, logistics, and intelligence. 
3. The problem solving systems for the various environments should 
be disseminated throughout the Navy using widely available time sharing 
facilities. The ease and ready availability of these systems, training in 
their use, and their impact on effectiveness, should induce wide application 
of this methodology by the Navy. 
1.4 Components of a Problem Solving System 
When we refer in this report to a computer system used for problem 
solving, we mean a computer system interactively operating with human 
problem solvers, and having a program library available for the use of the 
human problem solver. In particular we imply the inclusion of the following 
components : 
1. Interactive Computer Facilities - including keyboard, printer, 
and graphic terminals interacting on a real time basis with a major computer 
system [101. In order to simulate properly the environment of conflicts, it 
is required that the problem solving system interact simultaneously with a 
number of human problem solvers who represent the various participants in 
the conflict. Additionally, many more people should be able to participate 
in an expansible and contractible system in which machine (program) modules 
may replace, or be replaced by, certain human participants on-line, inter- 
actively, and in real time. This permits both the augmentation of the number 
of users at any time and thq machine simulation of any subsystem that might 
ordinarily be carried out by a human being. 
2 .  Environmental Simulation Programs - As indicated above, these 
would simulate Naval environments such as surveillance, various types of war- 
face, logistics or intelligence, respectively [1,2,3,4]. Each one of these 
environments represents a broad spectrum of Naval activities. The environmental 
simulators must be highly modular and open-ended for ready and easy enhance- 
ments and modifications by users. A simulator must be completely independent 
of, but capable of interacting with, the data management system that handles 
all the data acquisition, storage and retrieval as described below. 
3. A Data Management System for Storage and Retrieval - capable of 
recording and updating information on a real time basis during the conduct 
of the simulation [7,8,9]. For instance, the simulation of a sonar data 
acquisition system involves storage and updating of the acquired information 
on a real time basis. !The Data Management System responds to storage and 
retrieval commands made in the language of the Data Management System. The 
commands are included in the simulating program modules. 
4. Command facilities that call on the Environmental Simulation with 
arguments that specify the Data Management System's storage and retrieval 
functions [5,6]. For instance, in the simulation of a Naval duel, the human 
problem solver may direct the simulation of a weapon fired at targets that 
are computed from simultaneous data acquisition by sonar devices. The data 
acquisition is handled largely by the storage and retrieval component. The 
command language must have a hierarchy of commands to provide easy grouping of 
primitive commands under a higher level command, thus effecting additions to 
the system. It should also be open-ended to include additional commands that 
can be programmed in a variety of levels of programming languages. 
5 .  A Pattern Recognizer - This component is still being studied. 
We find it is necessary interactively to identify various patterns which 
developed through the simulation or the man-machine interaction. 
The combination of the above five components was found in our research 
to be necessary to give the Naval problem solver the ability of easily and 
quickly putting together a simulation of his problem. These requirements 
exceed considerably those inherent in a simulating system for a chemical or 
electrical engineer as mentioned above. 
1.5 Summary and Conclusions 
To investigate the new man-computer problem solving methodologies 
we had first to select an environment which was suitable for truly broad Naval 
application, in which we would perform our experiments in problem solving. 
The wide applicability of the methodologies that we have been exploring has 
always been a prime requisite of the research. We have selected a simulator 
(game) for submarine vs. task force engagement as being applicable to a large 
cross-section of Naval applications. For instance, it would be useful in the 
development of navigation, sonar and fire controls. It would be useful for 
development of sonar processing techniques. It would be useful for developing 
tactics and strategies for command of forces. Finally, it could be a very 
useful vehicle as a trainer. 
Once an initial system had been developed we planned to engage in 
problem solving in this environment and then evaluate the effectiveness of this 
problem solving methodology. In fact,through the problem solving, the system 
itself became richer and more powerful as it incorporated in itself the progress 
made in problem solving. 
We have assigned three of the staff of the project to the areas of: 
1. navigation, 
2. sonar application and processing, 
3. weapon application. 
They have been instructed to pay attention in particular to the human engineer- 
ing of the interface between the operator and the weapon system, the computa- 
tional methods required to process acquired data into meaningful information 
for the operator, and finally, to the developing of strategies. 
A man-machine interactive model capable of simulating the maneuvers 
between two naval forces is operating within the Problem Solving Facility 
of the University of Pennsylvania. We have therefore been able to experiment 
with, develop and analyze, in this environmental simulator, problem solving 
requiring multi-dimensional communication between man and machines. Because 
of the modularity of the design, it has been easy to incorporate refinements 
and extensions. Our accomplishments in the three areas listed below illustrate 
the effectiveness of the Problem Solving Facility: 
A. Human Engineering - the development of new techniques and 
languages for communication between man and machine in a 
real-time problem solving facility. 
B. Computational Methodology - the incorporation of new computa- 
tional aids within the system by adding new modules to the game. 
C. Strategy Development - By conducting experiments with the game, 
new ideas for interactive problem solving have evolved. 
The advances made in human engineering have emphasized the need for 
short and flexible input formats. In a problem solving environment where 
rapid decisions are made, it is essential that man-machine communication be 
made through a concise and simple language. The users have been given a 
compact set of functions so that all requests for computer response may 
be expressed in a mnemonic form. New higher level commands may be developed 
by the user as lie gains experience and finds the necessity for such additions. 
Our commands have been made as English oriented as possible. Many 
parameters have been made optional, greatly shortening the commands. For 
example, such parameters as the number of sonar readings to be used in the 
next analysis and the type of weapons to be fired are assumed parameters 
which may be changed by the user. We have also provided the facility for the 
easy use of previously defined maneuvers which have become standard. To 
facilitate the use of our system, it is not even necessary to know the command 
language; English sentences may be used, and these are translated internally 
into the command language. Finally, results of computations are automatically 
stored and are readily available for future calculations or for /output to 
the user in the form of displays or printout. 
The utilization of a graphic display console has greatly extended 
our problem solving capabilities in many ways. We have developed a new 
display oriented language which almost totally eliminates the need for 
typing. Using a set of mnemonic instructions which is displayed on the 
screen, the user makes his requests to the computer by pointing at the screen 
with a light sensitive device and by pushing various buttons. 
Instead of printed output, the user employs pictures as much as 
possible 131. To analyze the present situation, he may obtain a display 
of his own sailing plan and his estimates of the opponents movements. He 
can then draw a new sailing plan using the old picture as a guide. 
By displaying active sonar readings, it is possible to preprocess 
the readings at the console and then request further computation by the 
computer [4]. Thus, the commander interactively obtains an estimate of his 
opponent's position, speed, and course. 
A record of the solution may be saved in the form of pictures show- 
ing, for instance, the sailing histories of the ships, the estimates they 
made of the opponents1 movements, and the weapons that were used. Thus, an 
analysis may be made at the display console at any future time. 
In the area of computational methodology, we have developed a new 
passive sonar ranging technique which requires only a generalized maneuver. 
This technique combines two solutions over the same time interval in order 
to obtain a reliability factor for the result. We have modified other com- 
ponents of our simulation as we have learned their weaknesses. The naviga- 
tion function now allows relative turns and the specification of maneuvers 
to be started in the future. The analysis of active sonar readings uses a 
fit which emphasizes no one point and which minimizes the error with respect 
to both distance and time. In the weapon model, we provide interception cal- 
culations for multi-speed weapons, such as ASROC. 
The major decisions of how to maneuver and when to fire weapons are 
still completely made by the user. 5 e  computer does assist by analyzing 
sensor data but, once its analysis is done and results presented to the player, 
no more aid is given. By accumulating data from game to game and by analyzing 
standard tactics, a computer system would be able to answer such questions 
as: 
1. Has there been a pattern to the opponent's track? 
2. From the opponent's sailing history, what maneuvers is 
he most likely to execute now? 
3. What would be my optimal evasion strategy in the present situation? 
4. What attack and firing patterns have been successful in previous 
encounters? 
Before the actual encounter, the user can enter various standard 
tactics into the computer system. The solution of each problem can also 
be added, as it is solved, to continually update the total amount of data 
available. Upon the request of the user, the computer system could then 
relate the present problem to previous similar situations and present, in 
graphical form, a resume of maneuvers used in the past together with their 
likelihood of success. 
Experience with the game has shown that reasonable strategies may 
be developed even by inexperienced players. In this environment, a user 
is immediately confronted with the operational problems of a naval commander. 
Satisfactory maneuvers for passive sonar analysis must be developed. Attack 
patterns and evasion tactics can be tried, analyzed, modified and stored 
for future use. The total environment facilitates the development of new 
problem solving methodologies within the interactive man-machine framework. 
The following five sections describe in detail our experience with 
the system and the new problem solving methodologies we have developed. We 
feel that the evolution of such methodologies has been greatly simplified 
through the use of our real-time interactive system. 
2.0 ?HE JUVAL PROBLEM SOLVING FACILITY 
2.1 Introduction to the Naval Duel 
To investigate man-computer problem solving methodologies, an 
encounter between two opposing Naval vessels was simulated. The design 
of this environment can be divided into three main subgroups - navigation, 
sensing and estimating, and weapons control. 
The ships must first have the ability to determine position and 
maneuver. The navigation subgroup consists of two parts. One is the 
simulation of the performance of a ship; the other is the programs which 
allow the player to make his requests. These parts are characteristic 
of all components of the game. There is always an internal simulation 
problem, and an external request capability. 
Sensing and estimating includes the simulation of active and passive 
sonar devices and programs to help the player analyze this data. The 
weapons capability needs the simulation of each type of weapon and certain 
computational abilities, such as determining an interception course for a 
weapon, to aid the player in the selection of firing parameters. 
The play of a game consists of a series of cycles between ship 
commander and computer. A cycle is a set of requests supplied by a player 
and the resulting printed or displayed output from the computer. The cycles 
of each player are independent. The results of previous cycles influence 
the content of the current one; the strength of this influence is a measure 
of the effectiveness of both the player and the problem solving facility. 
A sample cycle might include a maneuver based on information in a previous 
cycle, a request to make a new active sonar estimate, and a request to display 
this estimate with the current sailing plan of one's own ship. An attempt to 
fire a weapon might also be included. The computer executes each of the 
- 11 - 
above in succession and prints and displays the results. 
In the original game the only interface between the man and machine 
was the teletype. Each player sat at a teletype which was connected to the 
main computer via a telephone line. Use of teletypes alone proved inflexible. 
The addition of a satellite display computer for one of the players has 
greatly influenced more recent work. At first the display was little more 
than a high speed printer. Then a function was developed which displays 
a picture containing items specified by the player. Usually the display has 
one ' s own ship ' s path and combinations of recent estimates bade from active 
and passive sonar data. Weapon tracks can also be included. Alternately, 
active sonar points can be displayed to aid in visual pattern recognition and 
the player can select any portion of the readings displayed and make an estimate 
including just those readings. The display has assumed a more active role too. 
Most functions can be executed without any typing by using the light pen and 
pushbuttons alone. It is even possible to draw a new maneuver right on a 
picture of the latest estimate and path of the ship's sailing history. 
Descriptions of the basic functions presently available for this 
environment are provided in Table 2-1. The reader will note the uniqueness 
of each function as well as the completeness of the list. Most of the 
building blocks necessary for a complete simulation are provided. A detailed 
discussion of these functions is given in Appendix C. One of the most 
important aspects of the research to date has been the ability of the system 
to grow with minimal strain and to grow not only in size and complexibility 
but in power as well. This system is modular; the addition of new blocks is 
simple. More important perhaps is that changes in existing blocks are rela- 
tively easy to make if care has been taken in design. This building block 
Ty-pe of Function Functional Description 
Referee INTLZ Initialize ships' characteristics 
INTCL Initialize and control clock 
LAYER Set thermal layer depth and sonar 
noise characteristics 
START Set initial position of a ship 
Player - Navigation SETSP Control of speed, course and depth 
POS Print position 
M G E  Print range and bearing from own 
position to estimate 
INrCER Calculate an interception course 
OPINT Calculate opponent's interception 
cowse 
HISTORY Display own path and specified 
estimates and weapon tracks 
Player - Sonar and 
Estimating USESN 
Turn active and passive sonars 
on and off, control of frequency 
of readings 
ESTPS Make an estimate using passive sonar 
ESTAC Make an estimate using active sonar 
DISPLAY Display active sonar points 
FLISA Wtke an estimate based on display 
list interaction 
ASCOM Determine if a new estimate is needed 
Player - Weapons W O  Fire a specified weapon 
CNFRM Print results of a weapon firing 
WEPST Print number of weapons remaining 
WARM Sets parameters used in firing weapons 
Table 2-1 - List of Game Functions 
characteristic has proven to be of immense value. Several programs have 
been completely redesigned in the light of experience; in the case of the 
active sonar analyzer three different programs have been used at one time 
or another. Evolution is stimulated by flexibility and the ease of incor- 
porating new and improved modules in the system. 
To close this section a short summary of the flow of a game is 
presented. 
The referee starts the clock and sets the initial positions and 
sailing plans of both ships. Then the players begin. Both would turn on 
passive sonar immediately. The surface vessel might also turn on active 
sonar. Next a request for a passive (or active) estimate would be made. If 
a response is noted then a maneuver may be warranted. Thus the first three 
cycles would be 
1. turn on sonars 
2. make an estimate 
3. maneuver based on estimate. 
The game continues with executions of cycles 2 and 3 until one of the players 
is in weapon range, whereupon he can fire if he so chooses. Other basic 
functions are executed as desired by the player. The encounter ends when 
one player is hit, runs out of weapons, evades, or gives up in frustration 
over his inability to damage the enemy. The goals of each player must be 
considered in evaluating the result if no hit was achieved. 
m e  game itself is a specific environment. It has been found that 
it is a useful tool in determining characteristics which are desirable in 
any environment of even remotely similar needs. 
2.2 The Mul t i l i s t  Executive Language 
The naval war duel  simulation i s  dependent on the  Multilist informa- 
t i o n  storage and r e t r i e v a l  system. This system i s  capable of manipulating 
data  records and programs a s  well  a s  s tor ing and re t r i ev ing  items sa t i s fy ing  
ce r ta in  const ra ints .  This capabi l i ty  i s  used by t h e  simulation t o  allow 
the  user t o  r e t r i eve  previously defined or  "bui l t - in"  functions when 
requested and t o  operate on a l l  data  records. 
I n  order t o  comunicate with the  Mul t i l i s t  system, an executive 
language cal led Multilang [6] was designed. A request made of the  Mul t i l i s t  
system must be e i t he r  a Multilang statement o r  a group of Multilang s t a t e -  
ments ca l l ed  a procedure. 
A Multilang statement has the  form: 
W E L  OPERATI ON/OPERAND~/ OPERAT\TD~/. . / O P E R ~  
A statement may begin with a l a b e l  - an o c t a l  in teger  of one t o  f i v e  
d i g i t s  - or  it may have a blank f i r s t  f i e l d .  When present,  t h e  l a b e l  serves 
t o  name the  statement so t h a t  t he  program it designates can be ca l led  and 
executed by other programs. 
The operation pa r t  of a Multilang statement consis ts  of t he  name or  
a descr ipt ion of t he  program t h a t  t he  user wants t o  be executed. 
A l l  "Naval war duel  simulation" commands described i n  t h i s  repor t  
a r e  Multilang statements. When the  war duel environment i s  i n  operation 
there  i s  an i n t e rp re t e r  i n  the  computer which reads t he  Multilang statements 
being inputted, r e t r i eves  t he  program t o  be executed (see Appendix C f o r  a 
l i s t  of these  programs) and passes control  t o  the  designated entry  point of 
t he  program. A method i s  provided by which the program i n  control  can examine 
t he  operands i n  t he  statement and generate fu r the r  ins t ruc t ions  t o  the  storage 
and r e t r i e v a l  system. 
2.3 The Multilang Procedure Capability 
The Multilist mecutive Language (~ultilang) has the capability 
of grouping several Multilang statements together into a procedure. A 
procedure provides for the execution of the programs sequentially unless 
a transfer of control is made to another section of the procedure. This 
structure allows the programmer to write a simple procedure in which each 
statement can be a complex program. This type of structure allows communica- 
tion of data between programs without having to make disc accesses, allows 
sequential and non-sequential transfer of control between programs and by 
the use of formal parameters, has the capability of executing a sequence of 
programs with different operands on every call. The use of the procedure in 
the manner described above leads to the construction of higher level commands, 
where each command is a sequence of the basic commands described in this 
report. In this manner the conmand language is open ended and can grow 
to meet the needs of each individual user. In practice it has been noted 
that different users develop these higher level commands to aid in the solution 
of those subproblems which they consider to be most important. Even higher 
level languages may be created by forming procedures which have other procedures 
in their bodies. By the use of a procedure, the amount of information that 
need be inputted in order to execute several programs is minimal. 
When a Multilang procedure is defined, the Multilang assembler 
converts the console statements into a compact internal format which is 
stored. A procedure is originally constructed with formal parameters and 
has actual parameters substituted at execution time. 
The user requests a Multilang procedure i n  t he  same manner a s  he 
would request a Multilang statement. When t h e  i n t e rp re t e r  reads t h e  
request it brings i n  a copy of the  procedure, subs t i tu tes  ac tua l  operands 
fo r  formal operands and given control  t o  the  f i r s t  program i n  t he  procedure 
body. 
3.0 NAVIGATION APJD TRACKING 
3.1 General 
A Naval captain must have the ability to easily issue commands and 
obtain the latest information as it is received and analyzed by his sub- 
ordinates. In our simulation of a Naval war duel, we have been constantly 
concerned with the problems of communication in a real-time environment. We 
have developed solutions for both display and printed media. This chapter 
summarizes the evolution of the sailing plan control program, called SETSP 
SET Sailing Plan), khich enables the user to modify the speed, course, or (- - - 
depth of his ship. Because of the essential function performed, SETSP was 
one of the first programs on our system; it is also one of the most frequently 
executed. This long and frequent use has emphasized the shortcomings of the 
program as it was originally implemented and has provided an impetus towards 
improvements. 
Modifications have been made to simplify the interaction with the 
machine, to increase the power of the simulation and to enhance the user's 
ability to develop strategies. Our problem solving system has a modular 
design and so these varied improvements were easy to add to our model. 
3.2 Human Engineering 
Various improvements have been made to the cormnand language in order 
to simplify the user's interaction with the machine. The navigation function, 
SETSP, exemplifies many of these changes which were made to reduce the number 
of circumstances under which the program could not function because of user 
errors and to minimize the time necessary for planning and typing. 
One basic consideration i n  designing our system was t o  maximize 
the  information avai lable  t o  a user without overloading him with useless  
d e t a i l s .  This can be done quickly and i n  an understandable format using t h e  
display and t h i s  form of communication i s  used a s  much a s  possible.  Sometimes 
however, a p r in ted  comment i s  t he  best  response. The pr intout  of SETSP 
was expanded from the  simple l i n e  
THE S A I L I N G  P W  HAS BEEN STARTED. TIME=XXXXXX 
t o  a f u l l  l i s t i n g  of t he  s a i l i ng  plan changes made by the  request .  This 
includes the  speed, course ( the  word i s  subst i tu ted i n  t u rn s ) ,  depth 
and the  time t h a t  each block s t a r t s .  This insures t h a t  the  player i s  f u l l y  
aware of t he  r e s u l t s  of the  request; it a l so  provides easy reference t o  t h e  
time t h a t  a pa r t i cu l a r  maneuver began. 
Besides using the  display a s  a form of output, it can a l so  be used 
a s  a r e l i a b l e  and quick method of entering commands. A l l  standard requests 
can be l i s t e d  before the  user  who then chooses one by pointing a t  it with 
t he  l i g h t  pen. Such a format i s  shown i n  Figure 3-1 which shows t he  standard 
functions displayed on the  bottom half  of the  screen. There is  a second 
s imilar  l i s t  which i s  employed t o  s t a r t  or  stop t h e  execution of a s e r i e s  of 
programs, generate displays, save displays on magnetic tape, r e c a l l  o ld  
displays,  obtain output and a few other  necessary system commands. 
In  the  example shown i n  Figure 3-2, the  destroyer captain has previously 
obtained a display of h i s  own sa i l i ng  h i s to ry  and th ree  independent estimates of 
a detected submarine which have been projected i n to  the  fu ture .  By h i t t i n g  
the  appropriate pushbutton and then pointing a t  the  phrase 
SET SAILING PLAN 
a s  shown i n  Figure 3-1, a program i s  i n i t i a t e d  which permits the  destroyer 
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Figure 3-1 
Using the Interactive Display Computer to Enter Commands 
into the System 
Figure 3-2 
A Display of the Destroyer and Three Estimates 
of the Submarine's Position 
captain t o  draw or  type ( i n  t h i s  case, he chooses t o  draw) changes t o  h i s  
s a i l i n g  plan.  Using the present  display a s  a reference, it i s  very convenient 
t o  draw a new s a i l i ~ g  plan using the  l i g h t  pen. The DD captain decides t o  
en te r  an a t t a ck  maneuver. The speed of each l e g  of t h e  maneuver i s  s e t  by 
usjqg a pushbutton and i s  shown i n  the  upper l e f t  corner of the  p ic tu re  ( ~ i g u r e  
3-3a). Below the  "speed l i n e "  i s  t he  scale  of t h i s  display and the  time duration 
of  he course present ly  being drawn. The speed, course and time duration 
of each l e g  can be a l t e r ed  u n t i l  the  appropriate pushbutton i s  h i t  which 
f i xe s  t h a t  l i n e  on the  screen. The t o t a l  distance t rave l l ed  and the  course 
of each l e g  a r e  shown next t o  the  appropriate l i n e .  The f i n a l  s a i l i ng  plan 
i s  shown i n  Figure 3-4 and the  r e s u l t  of i t s  execution i s  shown below: 
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A display depic t ing t h i s  a t t a ck  maneuver and the  estimate of the  submarine 
upon which it was based i s  shown i n  Figure 3-5. 
Similarly,  the  user  may type h i s  navigation commands. The o r ig ina l  
format of the  SETSP c a l l  was a s  follows: 
SETSP/ (p layer  ' s color)&oWN/=( speed) /=( course) /=(depth, i f  sub) 
a)  I n i t i a l  point  has been f ixed  b) One t u r n  has been requested 
c )  A second t u rn  
i s  drawn. 
Figure 3-3 
The Various Stages of Entering a Sa i l ing  Plan 
Using t he  Display F a c i l i t i e s  
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Figure 3-4 
The Completed Sailing Plan as Entered by Captain 
of Destroyer Using the Light Pen 
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Figure 3-5 
Display of Destroyer's Past and Future Track Together 
with an Estimate of the Submarine's Position 
A quantity between two slashes is called a parameter; that part of a parameter 
within parentheses indicates that a substitution is to be made. 'Phe words 
RED and WHIE are used as the players' color or identifier. RED is usually 
used for the submarine and WHITE for the surface vessel; depth is of course 
not applicable for player WHITE. The parameter R E B O W  (or WHITE~~OWN) 
specifies the name of the record containing the sailing plan to be modifed; 
an improper or insufficient name would cause chaos if the programs had not 
been designed to check for this possibility. The original version used the 
first parameter directly to retrieve the record; later versions retrieve 
indirectly and automatically tack on '&OWN1 to insure that an OWN record is 
retrieved. The older specification RED&OWN is still valid since (RED&OWN)&OW 
is equivalent to (RED)&o~. 
A major advance was made when the ability to identify a user was 
added. The system was already aware of the identity of the user. Picking 
this up automatically eliminates the necessity of supplying a user identifi- 
cation. To maintain compatibility, the first parameter can be the identifi- 
cation; if so, it is checked to insure that it is correct. If it is, then 
the second parameter is expected to be a speed. If the first parameter is 
not a user identification, then it is expected to be a speed. If the identity 
supplied is incorrect (e.g. WHITE at player RED'S station) then an error message 
is printed and execution is skipped. In later examples, the color will usually 
be included to identify the type of ship. 
Another change that was made was to eliminate the requirement that an 
1 - 1  precede all of the other parameters. Thespecial character is required to 
tell the facility that a number is to be supplied to the program; the change 
was made so that the program would be able to recognize the input parameter 
as a number whether or not the equal sign is used. This addition was dictated 
by the  frequency with which players  had t o  retype whole l i n e s  t o  add a 
forgot ten  ' = I .  
These changes were made without a f f ec t i ng  t he  bas ic  log ic  of the 
program; they were made p r inc ipa l ly  t o  simplify the  input format. A t yp i ca l  
request now looks l i k e  t he  following: 
SETSP/ ( speed) / ( course) /(depth, i f  sub) 
This i s  e f fec t ive ly  i den t i c a l  t o  the  o r i g ina l  format except t h a t  fewer 
characters  need be typed; upwards compatibil i ty i s  maintained so t h a t  any 
parameter which had been va l i d  i n  t h e  o ld  version i s  s t i l l  va l i d .  
I n  t he  o r i g ina l  version, a l l  parameters except t he  i den t i f i c a t i on  
(parameter 1) were l imi ted  t o  numbers, and a l l  parameters had t o  be specif ied.  
It seemed des i rab le  t o  expand the  spec i f i ca t ions  t o  include some key words, 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  the  word SAME. The a b i l i t y  t o  subs t i t u t e  t h i s  word f o r  any 
speed, course or  depth considerably expands t he  v e r s a t i l i t y  of the  program. 
I n  t he  pas t  i f  a user  des i red t o  maintain a speed he had t o  know it; some- 
times he l o s t  valuable seconds looking back t o  check h i s  current  speed so 
he could maintain it. The addi t ion of SAME means t h a t  he can j u s t  type SAME 
ins tead  of t h e  ac tua l  speed. Similar ly  t h e  user  can maintain h i s  present  course 
and/or speed i f  desired.  To fu r t he r  simplify matters ,  a n u l l  parameter has 
been defined t o  be equivalent t o  SAME. A n u l l  parameter i s  e i t h e r  two consecu- 
t i v e  s lashes  o r  i f  it is  the  l a s t  parameter, a blank a f t e r  t he  previous 
parameter. This makes t h e  following ins t ruc t ion  p a i r s  equivalent:  
SETSP/RED// 310/200 SE TSP/RED/SAME/ 310 / 200 
S E T S P / R E D / ~ O / ~ ~ O  SEEP/RED/~O/ 310/sAPIE 
SETSP/RED/~O SE TSP/RED/~O/SAME/SAME 
SETSP/RED// 310 SETSP/RED/SAME/ ~ ~ O / S A M E  
If two specifications are to be made then the duration must be in its normal 
position. Thus the following pair is equivalent: 
SET~P/RED//~~O//~//~~O S E T S P / R E D / S A M E / ~ ~ O / S A M E / ~ / ~ / ~ ~ O / S A M F :  
The end of a statement is more difficult to determine now. Previously, a 
missing duration signified the end; now a specification with all speed, 
course and depth parameters null is also an end condition. If the first 
specification of a request is null then no action is taken except the printing 
of an error message. 
The addition of SAME prompted other vocabulary additions. Speeds of 
SLOW, STANDARD, FULL and FLAJYK are defined for each ship; the submarine has 
different values for surfaced and submerged conditions. The word STOP 
does more. It is a speed specification of 0 and course and depth specifications 
of SAME. All the speeds but STOP are followed by a course; STOP is followed 
by a duration since it is in itself a full specification. 
3.3 Computational Methodology 
In the above ways, we have considerably simplified the format of the 
command language. Various changes have been made to improve our model once 
we gained experience with the original model and discovered its deficiencies. 
The SETSP command was found to be lacking in several ways. A logic change 
was introduced when the program was given the ability to interrupt a previously 
scheduled turn to begin a new maneuver. This change can be better understood 
after an examination of the structure of the OWN record, which stores the 
sailing plan. 
The OWN record is formed by a succession of blocks which are of two 
types. m e  first is used by the program whenever the ship is to be on a con- 
stant course and consists of the following information: 
1. l a t i t u d e  a t  start of s t r a igh t  section (degrees) 
2. longitude a t  s t a r t  of t h i s  sect ion (degrees) 
3. time of s t a r t  of t h i s  sect ion (minutes) 
4. speed throughout t h i s  section (knots) 
5. course throughout t h i s  section (degrees) 
6. depth of ship f o r  t h i s  section ( f e e t )  ( f o r  submarines only) 
m e  other format i s  used f o r  a l l  tu rns  and consis ts  of t he  following: 
1. l a t i t u d e  a t  s t a r t  of t u rn  
2. longitude a t  s t a r t  of t u rn  
3. time of start of t u rn  
4. t he  negative of t h e  speed throughout t he  t u rn  
5. the  turning radius f o r  t h i s  t u rn  (degrees) 
6. depth of ship f o r  t h i s  sect ion ( f o r  submarines only) 
The type of block can always be determined by the  program by examining the  
s ign of t h e  speed word i n  t he  block. I f  it i s  negative, the  ship i s  turning; 
otherwise t h e  ship i s  maintaining a s t r a igh t  course. I f  t h e  vesse l  i s  not a 
submarine then t he  length of both blocks i s  reduced t o  f i v e  a s  depth i s  not 
applicable.  
The only r e s t r i c t i o n  i n  t he  posi t ioning of t he  individual  blocks i n  
t he  record i s  t h a t  every t u rn  block must be followed by a s t r a igh t  block. 
This i s  necessary because t h e  d i rec t ion  of t he  tu rn  i s  determined by the  
program from the  courses before and a f t e r  the  turn .  
When a player i n i t i a t e s  a s a i l i n g  plan modification at  a time " t "  
then a search i s  made by t he  program f o r  the  last block beginning before 
" t " .  I f  it i s  a s t r a igh t  block then e i t he r  a t u rn  o r  a s t r a igh t  block can 
be added a f t e r  it. I f  it i s  a t u rn  then only a s t r a igh t  block can follow. 
Most maneuvers begin with a turn; the only maneuvers which don't are those 
where the new course coincides with the present course. Because of this, 
the original SETSP allowed the initiation of a new maneuver only during inter- 
vals covered by straight blocks. If a turn block was encountered, then the 
me s sage 
WAIT A MINUTE, YCU ARE IN A TURN. 
was printed. Modern versions of SETSP function as the original unless a 
turn is encountered. When this occurs a short straight section is inserted 
before the new maneuver is even examined. The course used is the course 
calculated at "t" considering the portion of the turn completed; the speed 
and depth are set to the values in the turn. The length of the inserted 
section was arbitrarily set to .1 minutes. !Chis simulates a time lag of 6 
seconds when a turn is already scheduled. 
A turn is terminated in the above manner only when a new request is 
made during a time when a previous request specified a turn. All turns in a 
request are scheduled to be completed when the processing of the request is 
finished. This sometimes requires adjustments in the timing of the maneuver 
as indicated below. 
If more than two course specifications are to be included in a single 
request then they are separated by the duration of the first leg in minutes. 
For example, the request 
SETSP/RED/~/~O/~OO/~/~/~~O/~OO 
has two specifications included. The first is to turn from the present 
0 course to 30 at 5 knots and 100 feet depth. One minute after the start of 
0 that turn, a second turn is to begin from 30 to 150' at 5 knots and 100 feet. 
It is possible that the first turn may require more than one minute to complete 
at this speed for this ship. The time necessary for a turn is a function of 
the degree of the turn, the turning radius and the speed of the vessel. 
The formula can easily be derived. ?Pne result is: 
T = 20' where T is the time for the turn in minutes 
S 
@ is the number of degrees turned 
R is the radius of the turn in degrees 
and S is the speed in knots. 
If more time is required to complete a turn than is available from a specified 
duration then several possible steps are possible. One is to consider the 
entire specification invalid. This was done by the original SETSP; it printed 
the message: 
SAILING PLAN IGNORED, INCFEWSE DURATION WHEN CHANGING COURSE. 
This seemed unsuitable so it was decided to seek a remedy. There are two 
other fairly obvious ways of proceeding. The first is to complete as much 
of the turn as possible in the allotted time; the second is to complete the 
specified turn by increasing the duration. Both involve making a change in 
the request. It was felt that the best choice was to complete the turn 
and set the duration to the time required for the turn plus an arbitrary .1 
minutes. The extra time was used for a short straight section to avoid having 
two consecutive turn blocks. 
Course specifications have been changed even more. Normally the 
course is a number representing the course in degrees. If the course parameter 
is either RIGHT or LEFT then a relative course change is indicated. The 
next parameter is the number of degrees to be turned. Thus, a relative course 
change requires two words; the first gives direction and the second magnitude. 
This flexibility is particularly useful when an evasion maneuver is needed. 
No longer is it necessary to calculate the new course from the old one in the 
player's head; the program does it faster and more accurately. 
Depth changes can also be specified as relative. UP and DOWN are 
the direction words; they are followed by the increment in feet. If a depth 
specification would cause the ship to have a negative depth (flying) then 
the depth is set to 0. Similarly if the depth would exceed the mimum 
allowable for this vessel then the maxim~un is automatically substituted. 
The word SURFACE has also been defined. 
The final major change incorporated allows a user to start a sailing 
plan in the future, if desired. The original version of SETSP always started 
the new sailing plan at the present time. It was decided that it would be 
useful to allow the change to start at some time in the future. This was 
accomplished by allowing the insertion of a time specification before any other 
parameters except the optional color identification. The player has two 
alternative ways to set the time. If the first parameter after the identifi- 
cation is the word TIME then the player is using one of these options. If the 
next parameter is the word PLUS then the third parameter is the number of 
minutes added to the present time to get the starting time of the new section 
of the sailing plan. If the second parameter was not PLUS then it is the 
time when the change is to be effective in four digit format (hrhrminmin). 
If the specified time is in the past then the present time is automatically 
substituted and processing continues as if TIME has not been specified. Sample 
SETSP requests using the time options are: 
SETSP/RED/TIME/~~~~/ . . the specified change is to 
start at 13:45 
SE TSP/RED/ T~ME/PLUS/~/. . the specified change is to 
start in 4 minutes 
3.4 Strategy Development 
The addit ion of t he  vocabulary and computational changes described 
above has had a remarkable e f f ec t  considering how r e s t r i c t e d  it appears a t  
f i r s t .  The ease of specifying zig-zag pa t te rns  has been found t o  be part icu- 
l a r l y  effect ive;  the  evasion pa t te rns  now show signs of ingenuity whereas 
before they tended t o  be uninspired and mechanical. 
The use of the  procedure def in i t ion  a b i l i t i e s  of the  problem solving 
f a c i l i t y  has g rea t ly  increased since these  changes were made. It i s  re la -  
t i v e l y  easy t o  define and save ( f o r  a u se r ' s  exclusive use) a named procedure 
with parameters. This def in i t ion  can l a t e r  be used a s  of ten a s  des i red by 
specifying the  name and parameters i n  a manner which i s  i den t i ca l  t o  t h a t  
used with the  o r ig ina l  bas ic  commands. One type of procedure which has 
frequently been used i s  a s a i l i n g  plan with four  turns ,  t h e  f i r s t  two t o  
the  l e f t  and t he  l a s t  two t o  t h e  r i gh t .  The f i r s t  and t h i r d  tu rns  a r e  the  
same amount a s  a r e  t he  second and four th .  Two speeds can a l s o  be specified.  
The f i r s t  s e t s  t he  speed i n  t h e  f i r s t  two l egs  while t he  other s e t s  the  l a s t  
two. A sample def in i t ion  of such a procedure i s  a s  follows: 
X m N S  PRCC EVADE begin t he  def in i t ion  of the  
procedure named EVADE 
FPAFUM A, B , SPD1, SPD2 define parameter l i s t  
de f in i t i on  of procedure including 
subs t i tu t iona l  arguments 
ind ica te  end of procedure 
save t h i s  i n  f i l e  RED 
I n  t h i s  de f in i t i on  A and B a r e  r e l a t i v e  course parameters while SPDl and 
SPD2 specify speeds. I f  RED should want t o  execute t h i s  procedure a t  some 
later time then he could do so by typing EVADE followed by the parameter 
values to be substituted. An example is: 
EVADE/ 30/20/8/FULL 
The sailing plan changes would be made as indicated in the original definition 
with 30 substituted for A, 20 for 13, 8 for SPDl and FULL for SPD2. If 
desired, any of the parameters could have been null; this has the same effect 
as a null in the original definition. For example, EVADE/~O/~O has the effect 
of two 30' left turns followed by two equal right turns; the speed is unset 
so it is equivalent to SAME. If a single left turn followed by a single 
right turn is desired, then the second parameter is deleted and both speeds 
should be supplied. This makes the statement equivalent to: 
SETSP/RED/SPD~/LEFT/A// ~/sPD~///~/sPD~/RIGH T/A// ~/SPD 
If only the first parameter had been supplied then the request degenerates 
to a single left turn. This is because the second leg is completely null. 
(the sequence /LEFT// is equivalent to /SAME/) 
!The example given above for an evasion procedure is relatively simple 
in form, but it is quite versatile. More complex definitions can easily be 
made as desired and old ones deleted too. By storing the procedure in RED, 
full protection is gained since WHITE has no access to that file. WHITE 
of course has his own private WHITE file for his use. 
It is hoped that the discussion of the evolution of this major 
function has illustrated the value of a flexible problem solving facility. 
It is further hoped that the reader has gained some insight into the types 
of evolution that can occur on a problem solving system. The function discussed 
has undergone many changes. The two main classifications of these changes 
are : 
1) the correction of deficiencies discovered through use, and 
2 )  the addition of new powers. 
m e  first stage of SETSP evolution was principally to reduce the 
number of circumstances under which the program was unable to function. 
The second phase added some completely new powers to make the program more 
flexible . 
4 .0  SONAR ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING 
4.1 General 
The experience i n  development of the  techniques of sonar analys is ,  
on-line, a t  the  display console give a concrete example of t he  power of an 
on-line Problem Solving Fac i l i t y .  I n  t h i s  sect ion i s  described t he  evaluation 
of two key port ions of the  overa l l  system, a s  they were developed by an 
individual  researcher aided by on-l ine f a c i l i t i e s .  A t  a l l  times t he  system 
was i n  operation; i t s  performance l e v e l  (and capabil i ty)  changed markedly over 
the  course of t h i s  i n t e r ac t i ve  experiment. 
I n  any r e a l  naval encounter sensor data plays a prime ro l e .  To 
simulate such an environment, sources of such data  must be supplied. Two 
types of sensor data  a r e  present ly  provided: 
1 )  Active sonar gives data  on t he  range and bearing t o  
t he  other  ship a t  speci f ied  times. 
2) Passive sonar provides only bearing information. 
A l l  sonar data  i s  obtained from system programs which calcula te  the  t r u e  
range and bearing, i n s e r t  noise, and then pass t he  readings t o  other programs. 
The amount of noise and some charac te r i s t i c s  such a s  l ayer  depth a r e  control l -  
ab le  by a user  i n  t he  non-competitive re fe ree  s t a t e .  
The ana lys i s  of sonar data  i s  a major t a sk  of t h e  user.  To f a c i l i t a t e  
solut ions  of sonar data,  two bas ic  sonar ana lys i s  programs were prepared. The 
f i r s t  is used f o r  ac t ive  sonar. I t  takes a s e t  of time, range, bearing t r i ads .  
representing ac t i ve  sonar points  and generates an est imate having constant 
course and speed. The method of f i t t i n g  the  points  t o  the  l i n e  i s  discussed 
i n  d e t a i l  i n  Section 4.2. The basic analyzer i s  imbedded i n  several  functions. 
The function ESTAC ( ~ ~ ~ i m a t e  - using Active - sonar) uses a group of n readings 
ending a t  t he  present  time o r  a se lected time i n  t he  pas t .  ELISA ( ~ s t i m a t e  - 
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with - LISt ~ c t i v e )  - i s  used i n  conjunction with t he  display t o  allow the  
user  t o  se lec t  a group of readings with t he  l i g h t  pen and then make an 
est imate using jus t  t he  se lected readings. Both of these  functions a r e  
a l s o  avai lable  i n  versions which allow higher l e v e l  ac t ive  sonar analyzers 
t o  c a l l  them and pass parameters in te rna l ly .  The higher l e v e l  analyzers 
a r e  discussed i n  d e t a i l  i n  Section 4.3. 
The second basic  analyzer i s  used with passive sonar and i s  ca l led  
ESWS ( ~ S ~ i m a t e  - using - Passive - sonar). It requires  a f ixed  number of points  
(4)  t o  c rea te  a s t r a igh t  l i n e  f i t .  It does however s e l ec t  points  t o  a l imi ted  
degree t o  make t he  solut ion possible.  This process i s  discussed i n  d e t a i l  
i n  Section 4.4. 
Both est imating programs p r i n t  an estimate of t h e  r e l a t i v e  posit ion,  
course and speed of t he  opponent. I n  addi t ion an EST0 ( ~ ~ ~ i m a t e  - of - opponent) 
record i s  created which saves t he  information i n  t h e  data  management system 
f o r  use by other  programs i f  desired by t h e  user .  
The a rea  of ac t ive  sonar ana lys i s  i s  being fu r the r  developed so t h a t  
t he  user  w i l l  have more f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  se lect ing how a solut ion i s  determined. 
He w i l l  be ab le  t o  choose d i f f e r en t  l eve l s  of computational complexity a s  
desired depending on t he  time which i s  avai lable  and t h e  confidence he has i n  
t h e  computer generated solutions.  He w i l l  s t i l l  be ab le  t o  s e l ec t  points 
using t he  in te rac t ive  display, and the  f a c i l i t y  of havlng t he  computer com- 
puta t ional ly  s e l ec t  points  according t o  c r i t e r i a  controlled by the  user i s  
being added. Two new programs a r e  under development which add much t o  t h i s  
problem area .  
The program ASSEL (Active - - Sonar - ~ ~ ~ e c t )  w i l l  provide t he  user with 
t h e  option of having t he  computer computationally se lec t  t he  best  points  t o  
be used by an i n t e rna l  version of t he  ac t i ve  estimating program ELISA. The 
program ASCOM (~ctive Sonar ~0~paz-e) can be used to determine when an - - 
existing estimate should be replaced. ASCOM includes the facility that 
the user can have either function ESTAC or ASSEL executed automatically 
when a new estimate is needed; this is controlled by ASCOM parameters. 
The four basic programs to be available to the user are ESTPS 
for passive sonar and ESTAC-ELISA, ASCOM and ASSEL for active sonar. mese 
will provide an extremely flexible and powerful computational group. 
4.2 Active Sonar Estimates 
The design of the sonar analysis programs has been influenced 
greatly by experience gained on-line using the original active sonar processing 
program ESTOP ( ~ ~ ~ i m a t e  - opponent). ESTOP and ESTAC are identical in function. - 
There are several differences in implementation which make the newer ESTAC 
much more effective. 
Computationally both programs fit a line to a group of active soliar 
points. ESTOP used a technique which emphasized the first and last points 
in the interval. Speed was determined from the distance between those two 
extreme points and their times. Position at the time of the final reading 
and course over the interval were obtained by applying a Least-Square-Fit 
technique to minimize the sum of all the squares of the perpendicular distance 
from each point to the line. This technique was sufficiently valid when ESTOP 
was in use because no noise was present in the readings. ESmC uses a line 
fitting technique which stresses no single point. This is achieved by a 
least-square technique which considers the time of all of the points rather 
than just the two extreme times. The line resulting from ESTAC minimizes the 
sum of the squared distance from the point to the position on the line corres- 
ponding to the time of that sonar reading. Comparison testing has shown the 
newer method to be far superior in the presence of noise. 
Another s ign i f i can t  d i f ference between t he  two programs i s  t he  
manner i n  which the sonar readings a r e  obtained. The older  ESTOP used 
sonar records d i rec t ly ;  each record was a sequential  s e t  of sonar readings 
which had been requested a t  a time p r i o r  t o  t he  e a r l i e s t  reading i n  t he  
record. ESTOP used a l l  of t he  readings i n  a speci f ied  record which were 
ava i l ab le  a t  t he  time of the  ESTOP request .  
The procedure followed when an est imate of the  opponent w a s  desired 
was f i r s t  t o  request t h a t  n sonar readings be taken by executing USESN 
(USE - - -  SeNsor) a t  a time before the  sonar readings were needed. USESN created 
a sonar record with t h e  name speci f ied  by t h e  user,  which could then be used 
by ESTOP, with the  ac tua l  reading computation done by a system program. A 
sample USESN c a l l  was as follows: 
USESN/RED&SON~&STEP/=A~/=~ 
where RED was t he  u s e r ' s  ident i fy ing color,  SON^ was t he  name of t he  sonar 
record t o  be created,  STEP speci f ied  t h a t  n readings were t o  be taken at 
i n t e r v a l  At with the  f i rs t  reading immediately. Since ~t was commonly 
between .25 and 1 minute, a t  l e a s t  .25 minute had t o  e lapse  before the  
minimum number of readings (2) required t o  make an est imate would be ava i l ab le  
i n  t he  new record. The user  the re fore  had t o  execute ESTOP on an older  
sonar record and request a new record each time he executed any functions,  
t o  insure  t h a t  an up-to-date sonar packet would always be avai lable .  
After  a sonar record was created then ESTOP could be executed. 
ESTOP performance required t h a t  t he  user  supply t he  sonar record name and 
t he  name of t he  EST0 record t o  be created. A sample ESTOP c a l l  was 
ESTOPIS O N ~ / D D ~  
where  SON^ w a s  again the  sonar record name and D D ~  w a s  the  ESTO name t o  be 
used. ESTOP provided a pr in tout  which included t he  estimated course and 
speed of t h e  opponent, and the  time t h a t  the  estimate was made. ESTOP stored 
i n t e rna l l y  an ESTO record which could be used by other programs. It did  
not p r i n t  out the  range and bearing t o  the  opponent; it was necessary t o  
execute RANGE t o  ge t  t h i s  information. A sample range c a l l  is:  
FG~NGE/RED&oWN/DD~ 
which means: ca lcula te  the  present  range and bearing from RED'S t r u e  posi t ion 
t o  est imate D D ~ .  
These th ree  functions had t o  be executed every time a new est imate 
was desired.  It was f e l t  t h a t  t h i s  e s s en t i a l  t a sk  was needlessly complex f o r  
the  user, so several  improvements were i n s t a l l ed  i n  a new ac t i ve  sonar analyzer 
and the  name w a s  changed from ESTOP t o  ESTAC t o  emphasize t h a t  it i s  an 
ac t ive  sonar analyzer only. 
The f i r s t  change was t o  add t he  a b i l i t y  t o  t u rn  the  sonar on and 
leave it on u n t i l  it i s  turned o f f .  ESTAC ge t s  i t s  sonar readings i nd i r ec t l y  
from another program ( fo r  i n t e rna l  use only) which has t h e  a b i l i t y  of search- 
ing fo r  a group of sonar readings ending a t  the  time speci f ied  by ESTAC. 
ESTAC supplies the  time of the  l a s t  reading desired and the  number of read- 
ings, and t h e  system provides a l i s t  of t he  data specif ied.  This change 
eliminated t he  necessi ty of frequent USESN ca l l s ;  now the  sonar i s  usual ly  
jus t  turned on and l e f t  on. 
A minor change eliminated t he  necess i ty  of executing M N G E  each 
time; t he  ESTAC pr in t ing  was simply expanded t o  give t he  range and bearing too.  
These two changes reduced the  number of programs speci f ied  by the  
user t o  t h e  bare minimum - one. Further modifications reduced the  data 
requirements. 
One advance was achieved by giving the computer the ability to 
automatically give a name to the EST0 record if desired. With ESTOP 
the user had to supply a unique name to each EST0 record since only the 
last record of a particular name is available. The user now has the option 
of supplying the name to ESTAC or having the computer assign it for him. The 
EST0 name whether supplied or assigned is printed out for use with other 
worker programs. This change transferred the last bookkeeping task from the 
user to the computer. 
The computer also has assumed the task of identification; the user 
no longer has to specify identification on each call to ESTAC. 
The format for an ESTAC call is as follows: 
ESTAC/ (number of readings) /(time of last reading) / (ESTO name) 
If the EST0 name is not supplied then the computer generates and prints its 
own. If the time of last reading is not specified or if the time is in the 
future, then the computer uses the present time. If the number of readings 
is not specified then the computer assumes 4. Note that all parameters are 
optional! This is a far cry from the requirements of ESTOP. To get the 
same information as obtained by executing 
ESTAC 
the player previously would have had to execute the following functions: 
The sonar record in the above example is  SON^; D D ~  is  he name assigned to 
the EST0 record. A count of the characters shows that what used to require 
58 characters for a typical request now needs only 5; also only one program 
is specifically called instead of three thus reducing the time needed for 
execution. 
Tkese changes have considerably improved the effectiveness of the 
game. Normally only 5 characters are typed for each active estimate; 
more time is available for tactical decisions. Since no parameters are 
necessary there is little chance for error; as yet no one has misspelled 
ESTAC, and that is the only possible error. The active sonar problem has been 
reduced to a minimum for this level of processing. 
The active sonar analyzer ELISA (~stimate - - LISt ~ctive) - is available 
for use with the display. It is identical to ESTAC except that it uses a 
list of the times of sonar readings which has been selected by the player, 
on the display for analysis, rather than a sequential group ending at a 
specified time. EZISA requests are normally generated by the display system 
automatically . 
4.3 Preprocessing Active Sonar Readings 
Extensive use on-line of the ESTAC-ELI% functions showed that 
further work in the active sonar analysis process was desirable. It was 
found that the user was making new estimates continually to insure availa- 
bility of recent data; frequently no new estimate was necessary. The program 
ASCOM was implemented to give the user a method of determining when a new 
estimate is needed, and to provide for automatic execution of ESTAC if desired 
by the user. This function uses an estimate previously created, and successively 
cornpares each sonar point with the estimated position at that time to determine 
wk~en the error between the readings and the estimate exceeds any of certain 
criteria. 
The criteria used include the distance of individual points from the 
extrapolated position on the estimate, the average distance, and the RMS 
distance. Errors in distance components are available such as error parallel 
to the estimate (speed error) and error normal to the estimate (course error). 
A t o t a l  of seven r e j ec t i on  c r i t e r i a  i s  presently available;  these  can be 
turned on and off  by t he  user  and a l l  values a r e  adjustable  a s  of ten a s  
des i red.  O f  pa r t i cu l a r  value t o  t h i s  function i s  the  f a c t  t ha t  a l l  parameters 
can be s e t  a t  t h e  beginning of the  encounter t o  t he  values desi red by the  
user;  these  values a r e  used u n t i l  specif ied otherwise. Any subsequent use 
of ASCOM can include changes i n  parameters, but these a r e  f o r  s ing le  
runs only unless t h e  word SET is included i n  the  parameter l i s t  i n  which 
case t h e  present parameters become the  new standard s e t  f o r  t h i s  user.  I n  
addi t ion t he  amount of output i s  under player control .  He can choose any one 
of four output l eve l s  ranging from data on each point  which runs a t  l e a s t  one 
l i n e  per  point t o  a l e v e l  which p r i n t s  j u s t  t he  reason t h a t  t he  estimate i s  no 
longer va l id .  This allows t he  experienced (and t rus t ing)  player t o  save 
pr in t ing  time. Of course the  output l e v e l  i s  s imilar  t o  t he  re jec t ion  
c r i t e r i a  i n  t h a t  a standard l e v e l  i s  s e t  and t h a t  it can be adjusted f o r  
each run of ASCOM. Tne current  values of a l l  r e j ec t i on  c r i t e r i a  a r e  pr inted 
if a player includes the  word LIST i n  t he  parameter l i s t .  A descr ipt ion of 
a l l  parameters and t h e i r  current values i s  pr inted when t he  word DESCRIBE 
i s  present.  
It i s  f e l t  t h a t  t he  program ASCOM i s  qu i te  a b i t  more e f f ec t i ve  
because of the  above charac te r i s t i cs ,  many of which a r e  avai lable  only i n  
ASCOM a t  present.  9 3  make ASCOM more useful ,  we have added t he  a b i l i t y  t o  
specify t h e  ac t ion  t o  be taken when an est imate i s  re jected.  The p o s s i b i l i t i e s  
include no act ion,  use ES'JRC, and execute the  program ASSEL. 
The other  a rea  i n  which fu r ther  development w a s  f e l t  t o  be desi rable  
i s  a way of having t he  computer se lec t  a l i s t  of points  t o  be used f o r  an 
est imate computationally t o  augment t h e  power of v i sua l  se lec t ion  avai lable  
with t h e  display and ELISA. The program ASSEL i s  under development t o  
do this; it will provide the internal version of ELISA with a list of times 
to be used for an estimate. 
ASSEL will use readings over a specified time span. A line will be 
drawn between the average of a small group of readings at the start of the 
span and that of a group at the end. Then the program will calculate the 
position estimated by the line at the time of each reading. Rejection of a 
single point occurs if any rejection criterion is exceeded. If too many 
points are deleted, then a new try can be made using later readings. All 
parameters of rejection are to be handled as those in ASCOM so as to minimize 
typing by the user and to shorten the computation time by reducing the number 
of parameters handled. 
4.4 Passive Sonar Analysis 
Initially, active sonar was the only sensor available to a user and 
ESTOP was the only function to make an estimate of the opponent's path. It 
was felt that a passive sonar facility would be a useful addition; the develop- 
ment of ESTPS was therefore initiated. 
m e  analysis of passive sonar information is considerably more 
difficult than for active sonar data; active sonar yields the range and bearing 
to the opponent at each point while passive sonar provides only the bearing. 
B e  solution is also more sensitive as there are circumstances under which 
passive sonar alone cannot possibly make an estimate, whereas no such condi- 
tions exist with the active sonar estimating procedures used by ESTOP and 
ESTAC. As an example, consider two ships which are on an exact interception 
course; there is no change of bearing under this circumstance, but there is 
a change in range unless the two ships are moving with identical speeds and 
courses. There is no way of telling how far away the ships are using only 
bearing information, but ESDIC could easily solve the corresponding active 
sonar problem. Under many circumstances a passive sonar analysis can be 
achieved; the rest of this section is a discussion of such a method of 
solution and some problems inherent in it. 
An initial assumption was necessary before any progress could be made; 
it was that the opponent does not change either his speed or course during 
the interval over which the estimate is made. The quantities desired are 
the opponent's speed, course and range. It was found that it was possible 
to get three linear equations with just these quantities as unknowns if 
three sonar readings were given. Unfortunately, these equations were not 
independent; the determinant was zero. After-thought showed that this should 
not be surprising as linear equations have the property that there can be 
either zero, one or an infinite number of solutions to a system of equations. 
If both ships are moving with constant velocity then there are at least two 
solutions, hence an infinite number must exist. A first version of ESTPS 
was implemented which required that the player supply an estimate of one of 
the three unknowns and then the other two would be calculated. This version 
was satisfactory as long as the supplied value was accurate, but was of little 
value when it wasn't. 
A major reason that the above approach is unusable is that the paths of 
both ships were solutions of the equations. The question was raised as to 
the effect of requiring that the sensor ship be maneuvering during the interval, 
thus reducing the number of solutions known to exist to one. At about the 
same time, the maneuvering board was introduced to the project personnel. 
This tool provided new insight into the problem and pointed the way towards a 
reasonable method of solution. It was found that a unique solution was indeed 
possible when the sensor ship was maneuvering. A derivation of the solution 
is provided in Appendix A. 
A second version of ESTPS was prepared which used this method of 
solution. It was considerably more useful than the first but was still 
unsatisfactory. 
One of the problems was the difficulty in insuring that a maneuver 
was included. The program used four consecutive readings which were normally 
about .25 minute apart; the total time span was only .75 minutes. It is 
not natural that a ship changes course or speed appreciably every 45 seconds 
or less. When an ESTPS was executed on a set of readings which did not include 
a maneuver, then the program provided only the present bearing and bearing 
rate since no solution was possible. This problem was largely overcome by 
having ESTPS always request the last 12 readings and then checking them until 
a change in sailing plan was found. The position of the sensor ship is known 
at each time. Let t ~ ~ e  most recent time be to and the oldest t 
11 ' (~ote : 
the reverse numbering is for convenience in Appendix A.) The course and speed 
between t and t are calculated using the position at those times. This 
0 1 
line is then extrapolated to the earlier times t2 to tll. AS soon as the 
distance between the true position and the extrapolated position at the same 
time is non-zero then a maneuver is included in the time spanned; let the time 
of that reading be called ti. For practical purposes it has been required 
arbitrarily that this distance must exceed .06 miles to be considered a 
sufficient maneuver. The most recent sonar reading used by ESTPS is t and 0 
the earliest is ti. Any readings earlier in time than ti are ignored; if all 
12 readings are examined without a maneuver being encountered then a message 
is printed which gives the present bearing and bearing rate. The selection 
technique uses the smallest possible time span including a maneuver. In 
practice this additional ability has more than doubled the effectiveness of 
ESTPS . 
The other major problem noted while using the second ESTPS was 
caused by the initial assumption; if the opponent is not moving with con- 
stant velocity during the interval, then the answer must be wrong. The 
technique used to alleviate this difficulty was to make two estimates over 
the same interval and compare the results. To reduce computation time, 
only the most critical computations are run twice. This was accomplished 
by using one extra sonar reading to make a total of 5. The first pass 
calculates the range, relative speed and relative course using sonar readings 
at to, tl, t2, and ti; the second is identical except that the values at 
to, tl, t and t. are used. After both passes are complete then the average 3 1 
value of the two estimates of each of the unknowns is used in the remaining 
calculations, thus somewhat smoothing out any errors. To provide the player 
with a measure of the agreement between the two passes, an unreliability factor 
is computed and printed out. This factor is the percent deviation of each of 
the unknowns. It is computed from the following formula, where the '-' 
indicates the average of both passes. 
unreliability factor = 
where R is range 
dR is relative course 
V is relative speed. R 
When the two passes are not in agreement then either there is noise in the 
data or the opponent is turning. In a noiseless environment a high unrelia- 
bility factor means the opponent is turning. A low unreliability factor provides 
only the information that the two passes agree closely; it is possible that 
they give a similar wrong estimate. Tests with a noiseless sonar model 
showed that the unreliability factor was successful; a factor below 1% just 
about guaranteed a good estimate and above about % did marantee an invalid 
one. The introduction of noise changed this. A factor above 20% usually 
meant that the opponent was turning, but little correlation was found in 
the range 5% to 20%. It is expected that in the future the ability to 
compare estimates will be added in order to determine which of these are 
probably valid. It seems that this problem is best approached using the 
display so that a player could visually select a consistent set of estimates. 
This ability seems necessary in a noisy environment. 
If the noise sensitivity is too high and sufficient computation time 
is available, then additional solutions using different combinations of 
readings could be made and combined to give an even better estimate. 
Under some circumstances one or both passes through ESTPS will be 
suppressed because of an obvious inconsistency. For example it is impossible 
for the relative speed of the two ships to exceed 60 knots; if VR exceeds 
i 
60 then that pass is suppressed internally by ESTPS. Similarly, the maximum 
range of passive sonar is about 30 miles; a pass is suppressed if the 
estimated range exceeds 35 miles. In both cases this was done to avoid a 
possible division by zero; the relative magnitudes of the numerator and 
denominator are checked before the division to insure that the result is 
reasonable. Usually, although not always, only one pass is affected in 
this way; the other continues normally except that it is used directly for 
the later calculations and no unreliability factor is available. 
The present version of ESTPS includes all of the above features and 
also the advances inherent in ESTAC which are applicable. In the absence 
of noise it performs well; its performance degrades when incorrect bearings 
are introduced by noise simulation. 
Some maneuvers y ie ld  b e t t e r  r e s u l t s  with t h i s  passive sonar 
analyzer; t h i s  a f f e c t s  the  t a c t i c s  used. It i s  des i rable  t o  avoid a 
course which y ie lds  a d i r ec t  o r  near interception.  More generally,  
est imates a r e  bes t  when t h e  bearing r a t e  of change i s  high. Thus t o  i n t e r  
cept, one reasonable t a c t i c  i s  t o  make occasional durations of course on 
t h e  order of 60 or  more degrees and t r y  t o  make est imates during t h e  time 
of t h i s  ra ther  v iolent  maneuver thus using periods of high bearing r a t e  of 
change. 
5.0 W O N  SYSTEMS 
5.1 General 
A major area that must be considered in the construction of a 
valid and realistic environment for a Navy war duel simulation is that of 
weapons systems. Having a system that can fire a weapon and then track it 
along its path provides the motivation for the development of strategies in 
the areas of navigation, sonar acquisition and estimating as well as weapons 
control. In an environment in which the problem is to locate and sink an 
enemy ship, navigation strategies are concerned with maneuvering to get good 
sonar data, preventing being sunk by an opponent's weapons and maintaining 
a good firing position. The validity of strategies developed by users in 
all of the above areas can be fully evaluated only by the employment of a 
weapons model. 
In the use of on-line problem solving for evolution of a weapons 
system, actual experimental trial and error aided greatly in the testing of 
competitive strategies for the individual commander. Both human engineering 
and performance weaknesses were discovered on-line and changed. Mistakes 
in analysis were naturally discovered during on-line competitive duels 
and then corrected. Man machine decision making was continually added to 
the system. A player oriented "decision tree" was also introduced. 
The model that has been implemented in the war duel simulation con- 
sists of four user functions. These are: 
WARM (~eapon --  ~ARaMeters) - to preset or change any of various 
decisions which have to be made in order to fire a weapon. 
WEAPO (WEAP0n) - to launch the weapon, 
CWRM (CONF~RM) - to trace the path of the weapon and determine - - -  
if during its allotted running time the opposing player was hit, and 
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WEPST (WEa~on  atus us) - to inform the player what weapons he - -  - 
has remaining in his arsenal. 
The weapons model has had several improvements made in its structure 
as information and experience were gained by continuous use of the problem 
solving system. The rest of this chapter will explain the original design 
of the model, point out the weaknesses that were discovered during its evalua- 
tion and the modifications that were made to strengthen it. 
5.2 Launching a Weapon 
5.2.1 General 
When firing a weapon, the most difficult problem that must be solved 
is to accurately determine where the opponent is and where he is heading. 
This information depends upon the constant acquisition of sonar infortnation 
and the continuous processing of the sonar points into estimates of the enemy's 
course, speed, bearing and range. Since the war duel simulation is in a 
real-time environment, the opponent can change his course often and make an 
estimate invalid in a very short period of time. 
5.2.2 Initial Model 
The initial weapons launching function was: 
WEA,PO/ (name of weapon) /(ESTO item description) / (number of weapons) . 
Using this function, the destroyer could elect to fire asrocs, torpedoes, 
or hedgehogs while the submarine was limited to torpedoes. 
Since the weapons systems simulation was a relatively new functional 
module to be added into the war duel environment, the original design drew 
upon experience gained during the evaluation of other programs. 
The initial weapons model contained improvements over the older 
versions of existing programs in several areas. 
The first areas of improvement were concerned with human engineering 
factors such as 
1) simplifying the amount of input the user must give the computer, 
2) blocking together several input statements into a procedure so 
that many user functions might be executed after a simple command 
was inputted. 
These improvements tended to decrease the likelihood o f  the user making a 
typing error, forgetting a necessary parameter in a program which required 
numerous parameters, and speeding up the process of inputting information. 
(This is usually the slowest link in an on-line, interactive problem solving 
system.) These improvements also freed the user to make strategic decisions 
in the time that would normally have been spent typing. 
In the original versions of most programs, the user's identification 
(red or white) was a required parameter. The addition of a mechanism which 
automatically retrieved the identification from an area in storage (which 
was created when the user signed into the system) made the input of this 
extra information unnecessary. This mechanism added an additional feature 
to the model since it provided an internal method of protecting one user's 
weapons from interference by an opponent. 
Another method by which the input necessary to launcll a weapon was 
considerably shortened was through the use of default conditions. Each of 
the three parameters in the WFAPO call had a default value which was used 
when the parameter was not specified explicitly. If the first parameter 
(name of weapon) was left empty, it was assumed that the destroyer co;nmander 
wanted to fire an asroc, and the submarine commander, a torpedo. If the 
EST0 item description was not supplied, then the firing was based on the 
last active estimate that was made by the user. Lastly, it was assumed 
that only one weapon was to be fired if a number of weapons was not 
specified. 
The most important feature that was present in the original model 
was the use of a procedure to allow maximum input requests with minimal 
typing. The major problem in firing a weapon is to get the best possible 
estimate. If we chose to fire several weapons - all based on a single 
estimate - we might very well find that each weapon fired was further and 
further away from the actual enemy position. For this reason it was necessary 
to develop a means by which the user could ask the computer to make new 
estimates for him just prior to a weapon's firing and to provide a mechanism 
which could continue this automatically when several weapons were to be fired 
in succession. 
In order to make these estimates one must call on the programs 
described in Chapter 4. The most apparent way to accomplish this would 
be to create an entry point to the estimating programs which could handle 
calls from the weapon firing program and then transfer control back. This 
method would have required changes to ESTAC and ESTPS; it was considered 
advisable to avoid this. The result of this effort was the decision to use 
the Multilang procedure capabilities. 
5.2.3 Weapons Firing Using a Procedure 
The player function W W O  is a Multilang procedure. The major com- 
ponent of this procedure is the program WEAP which performs the necessary 
interception and bookkeeping computations. As an example of the construction 
of a procedure, consider part of WEAPO: 
XTRANS PROC WFKPO 
FPARAM COLOR, WPM, ESTO, WPJ!JUM 
SET/L(SO) /WPNUM/PLUS/=~ 
BRNCH/ESTO 
I n  the  f i r s t  statement we a r e  t e l l i n g  t he  Multilang system t h a t  
we a r e  defining a procedure which i s  t o  be cal led  WECIPO. Then i n  the  second 
statement we declare t ha t  the re  a r e  t o  be four  formal parameters: the  
u s e r ' s  color (COLOR), t he  name of the  weapon t o  be f i r e d  (WPNAM), which 
of the  several  ESTO descr ip t ions  ( t o  be discussec? l a t e r )  t o  be used when 
f i r i n g  (ESTO), and the  number of weapons t o  be f i r e d  (WPWM) . For each 
of the  ESTO descr ip t ions  t h a t  can be chosen by t he  player, the re  e x i s t s  
a sequence of programs s imi lar  t o  the  four  beginning with statement 30. 
Suppose, f o r  example, t h a t  the  user wants t o  f i r e  th ree  torpedoes and t ake  
a new ac t i ve  est imate before each i s  f i r e d .  'lb do t h i s  he would type 
I n  t h i s  statement t h e  word N A N  i s  the  ESTO item descr ip t ion and stands 
f o r  " f i r e  t he  f i r s t  torpedo on a - New Active - est imate and f i r e  t he  - Remainder 
a l s o  on New Active estimates". - - 
When the  Multilang system sees the  procedure callWEAP0, it 
r e t r i eve s  a copy of the  de f i n i t i on  from secondary storage and subs t i t u t e s  
a l l  the  a c tua l  parameters i n  t h e  c a l l  f o r  every occurrence of these  parameters 
within t h e  procedure body. It then t r an s f e r s  control  t o  t he  f i r s t  executable 
statement (which i s  a program). I n  t h i s  case the f i r s t  program t h a t  i s  
executed i s  SET which i n i t i a l i z e s  the  procedure (SETS the  contents of l abe l  
50 t o  the  number of weapons t o  be f i r e d  plus 1 = 4) .  Since the system i s  
designed t o  be a s  easy a s  possible t o  use, the  lack of a WNUM parameter 
r e su l t s  i n  one weapon being f i r e d  and the contents of l a b e l  50 containing 2. 
Th.e next program t o  be reached i s  BRNCH, which branches t o  l abe l  30 a f t e r  
reading the second parameter (NARNA). A t  l abe l  30, we again encounter the  
program SET which a c t s  a s  loop control (subtracts  1 from l abe l  50). We 
execute ES'T!AC which gives us a new estimate and then f i r e  a weapon using WEAP, 
where the ESTO parameter of WEAP i s  LASTA. This means t h a t  the  ESTO item 
just  created w i l l  be used i n  the  interception calculations.  These two programs 
a r e  executed sequentially n times, where n i s  the  number of weapons t o  be 
f i r e d  - i n  t h i s  case 3. Each time WEAP i s  executed, control i s  t ransferred 
back t o  l abe l  30 by the GOT0 program and the  counter (program SET) i s  decre- 
mented by one. After 3 repe t i t ions  l abe l  50 i s  zero, and control  i s  trans- 
ferred t o  l abe l  45 which i s  effect ively the e x i t  from the procedure. 
By employing the procedure method, the  player has t he  option of 
e lect ing one of nine ESTO item descriptions when f i r i n g  a weapon. These are: 
LASTA: f i r e  a l l  n weapons on the  l a s t  act ive estimate made 
LASTP: f i r e  a l l  n weapons on the  l a s t  passive estimate made 
"a name": f i r e  a l l  n weapons on the  named estimate 
LARNA: f i r e  the f i r s t  weapon on the l a s t  ac t ive  estimate and f i r e  each 
of t he  remaining n-1 weapons on new ac t ive  estimates 
LPRNP: same a s  LARNA but with passive estimates 
NARNA: make a new act ive estimate before each of n f i r i n g s  
NPRNP: same as above with passive estimates 
NEWA: f i r e  a l l  n weapons on one new estimate 
lXEW: same a s  above f o r  passive 
Since each of the EST0 item descriptions represents a sequence 
of programs, it is very easy to add new descriptions. All that would be 
needed is a minor change in BRNCH and a list of the new programs. 
The major part of the WF,APO procedure is the program W. In the 
original implementation, the program was designed to make some decisions 
on its own to relieve the player from unimportant decisions that he otherwise 
would have had to handle himself. 
When WEAP was called it checked to see if the weapons specified were 
available, computed an interception course based on the specified estimate 
of the opponent and fired a weapon. The extensive mathematics necessary to 
compute the earliest pc~ssible interception position is described in detail 
in Appendix B. In the course of execution, several situations may have 
arisen which were handled automatically. One assumption that was continually 
made is: when a player tried to fire a weapon, and one of the parameters 
specified in the request was incorrect, the computer was to correct it 
automatically, if possible, and execute the corrected program instead of 
printing an error message and halting. For instance, if the user asked to 
have a weapon fired based on the last passive estimate, and there was no 
last passive estimate, the program would state that no passive estimates 
had been made and proceed with the last active estimate (and vice versa). 
A situation that occurred much more frequently was that of selecting the correct 
weapon to be launched. In many instances, the destroyer was about three 
miles away from the sub when he tried to fire a torpedo; and the program 
computed that the distance that the torpedo would have to travel to intercept 
the submarine was greater than its maximum range. In this case the player 
was informed and an attempt was made to launch ail asroc. For each situation, 
the program had the capability of choosing the correct weapon to be fired. 
5.3 Testing and Evaluating the Original Model 
5.3.1 Decision Making 
During the period when this model was tested and evaluated, it became 
apparent that the model could be made into a more adequate problem solving 
tool if further strengths were included in its design. 
The first area in which additions were deemed to be necessary was 
the area of decision making on the machine level. The original model had 
assumed that it was to fire a weapon if at all possible, and would choose 
to use an active estimate if no passive could be found. It would choose 
the correct weapon to fire if the distance to the enemy ship was incorrectly 
specified as well as making other necessary decisions. These decisions 
were done automatically and in some instances the action carried out by 
the computer was not to the liking of the user. To make the man-machine 
decision process a more interactive and more powerful one, a method was 
added to the problem solving system wliich would allow the user to set the 
decisions to be made automatically by the computer and to change the "decision 
tree" on-line at any time and as often as desired. 
The implementation of this new area was not restricted to just the 
simple decisions stated above. By writing a program which could set and 
reset parameters, a new powerful structure was added to the system which 
includes : 
1) branching to one of several new actions when an impasse has 
been reached in the program. For instance, if there is no last active 
estimate one can now instruct the computer to a) use the last passive estimate, 
b) make a new active estimate, c) stop execution and state the reason why. 
2) default conditions for all parameters can be specified and changed 
on-line. Whereas, previously, all default parameters were preset, they can 
now be changed as often as desired. This is of particular value in the new 
weapons launching model which will be described in the next section. 
3 )  many new complex decisions that are dependent on a user 
introduced value may be added to the automatic decision process carried 
out by the computer. These types of decisions include performing a specified 
action if: 
a) an estimate is too old (user specifies the maximum 
allowable age), or 
b) an estimate is too unreliable, or 
c )  if the weapon will run too long before a scheduled 
interception, etc. 
To aid the user in specifying the parameter values that he wants 
to have, the program WARM (weapon - - -  ~~~aMeters) was devised. WARM is called 
by: 
WARM/ (keyword) / ( parameter name) /(value) name) /(value) . . . 
In this program call, the keyword is optional and may be: 
ALL - set all non-numerical decisions "on" . Between decisions stemming 
from the same impasse, an automatic precedence is built in. 
NONE - all non-numerical parameters are turned off. Numeric parameters 
are set to original default values. 
EXPLAIN - an explanation is printed of how to specify the values of all 
the parameters available. 
LIST - a list is printed of all parameters and their current values. 
m e  parameters are separated into groups of EST (estimating) 
parameters and WEP (weapon firing) parameters. To enter a value to be stored 
t'ne input would be as above with no KEYWORD parameter. 
When the program reads these values it stores them in a record in 
secondary storage which is always retrieved and examined when a weapon is 
to be launched. In this manner it is possible to change the values of 
parameters as often as desired. It would be feasible to change them before 
every weapon launch if so desired. 
5.3.2 Weapon Launching 
Although WEAPO, the weapon launching function, had drawn on the 
experience gained through the use and testing of all the preceding programs 
in the naval war duel simulation, it was found that the design of a more 
complex model sould provide a better vehicle for the determination o f  strategies 
involved with sinking an opponent. 
In the original model, if one desired to fire more than one weapon 
at an opponent, one had to specify the number of weapons to be fired and the 
area in the procedure to which to branch. If, for example, one wanted to 
fire 3 weapons, the program WEAF had to be executed three complete times. 
Since the program employs involved and complex computational methodologies, 
this was more time consuming than desired. In the use of the procedure, 
the user could employ old estimates or make new estimates, and the computer 
did all the interception calculations and fired the weapons. In the above 
example, when firing three weapons, the user had no control over the angle 
between the weapons and the bearing that each weapon was fired on. 
For the above reasons and because the user may be able to get a more 
accurate picture of how to fire a weapon by studying several estimates 
of the enemy instead of just using one, it was decided to revise the weapons 
model to include firing spreads of weapons and firing on a bearing without 
using an estimate. By adding this complexity to the model, a method has been 
provided by which an additional "human decision" can be inserted, if desired 
by the user, in the string of machine problem solving decisions. Since 
user decision making is involved in these cases, the complex calculations 
determining the projected position of the enemy ship and the course of the 
weapons can all be avoided, as their values are supplied. 'Ilzis cuts down 
the computation time of the program and allows execution of the desired 
strategies much more quickly. 
The new WEAPO function is called by: 
(ESTO item description) or w"/(name Of (bearing to fire on) /(number of weapons in spread)/ 
(the number cf degrees 
between weapons) /(vertical angle of launch for ASROC) / (NOFIRE option) / 
(number of spreads) 
WEAPO still has the same procedure structure as was described in 
Section 5.2. The program WEAP, which does the necessary computations, has 
been revised. The program now has many new capabilities which include all 
previous capabilities plus: 1) the ability to fire a spread of 2 or 3 weapons 
using a specified center course or having the computer find the center course 
(by using the type of estimate described by an EST0 description); 2) firing 
more than one spread of weapons with the option of making a new estimate 
between spreads (in the manner that was mentioned in the procedure discussion); 
3) electing to have all the calculations done and then have the information 
on what would happen if one had fired the weapon without actually firing 
(NOFIRE option above) . 
m e  preceding addition marks a major improvement in the area of man- 
machine interaction in the solution of a problem. By allowing as much or as 
little involvement in the step-by-step solution, a maximal system is evolved. 
It is also noteworthy that additional human interaction is achieved in this 
p a r t  of the  process, s ince such defaul t  conditions a s  the  assumed spread 
between weapons can be s e t  and r e se t  by use of the  parameters program (WARM). 
When a  weapon i s  f i r e d ,  a  record describing t h e  posi t ion,  time and 
course of f i r i n g  i s  created and stored f o r  f u tu r e  use.  I f  t he  weapon was 
f i r e d  using an est imate project ing t he  enemy s h i p ' s  f u tu r e  posi t ion,  t he  
ca lcula ted posi t ion and time of in tercept ion a r e  a l s o  s tored i n  t h i s  record. 
This record has a  s imi lar  format t o  t he  s a i l i n g  h i s t o ry  record, and therefore,  
t h e  path of the  weapon can be displayed by using t he  display program. An 
example of t h i s  type of record i s  sham i n  Tdble 5-1. 
5 .4  Confirmation of Weapon F i r ing  
5 . 4 . 1  General 
After  launching a  weapon, the  primary i n t e r e s t  of t h e  user  i s  t o  
determine the  success of t h a t  weapon. He therefore  needs a  method by which 
he can determine whether t he  weapon launched h i t ,  missed o r  damaged t h e  
enemy ship.  To determine t h i s  the  program CNFRM (coNFiRM) - - -  was wr i t t en .  
5 .4.2 Original Model 
I n  t he  o r i g ina l  model CNFRM was ca l l ed  by: 
~ ~ R M / ( n a m e  of t he  record created when weapon f i r e d ) .  
The f i r s t  a c t i on  taken by CNFRM was t o  r e t r i eve  t he  record which was 
s e t  up when the  weapon was f i r e d  (Table 5-1).  I f  the  present  time was e a r l i e r  
than t he  expected in tercept ion time, then t he  player was informed t h a t  it was 
too e a r l y  t o  confirm a  h i t .  I f  t he  inquiry occurred a f t e r  t he  calcula ted 
in tercept ion time, the  computer determined where the  enemy ship  ac tua l l y  was 
a t  t he  in tercept ion time (by looking a t  t he  opponent's s a i l i n g  his tory)  and 
computed t he  dis tance  ( R )  between it and t he  posi t ion a t  which t he  weapon was 
f i r e d  ( see  Fig. 5-1) .  
Table 5-1 Record Created by WBW (Example) 
Element Contents 
player's identification color 
this is a WEAPO record 
weapon name and number 
your latitude at time of firing 
your longitude at time of firing 
time of firing (in minutes) 
speed of weapon in air 
course of weapon 
latitude of weapon hitting water 
longitude of weapon hitting water 
time of weapon hitting water 
speed in water 
latitude of interception 
longitude of interception 
time of interception 
opponent est. lat. at time of firing 
opponent est. long. at time of firing 
opponent est. speed at time of firing 
opponent est. course at time of firing 
opponent est. depth at time of firing 
your course 
your depth 
name and number of weapon 
weapon sunk opponent (O-miss, 
l-sunk, 2-damage) 
record was confirmed (O-unconfirmed, 
l- conf irmed) 
Course of 
Position 
of 
weapon 
a : course of ship 
: bearing from ship to weapon 
0 :  @ - a  
R : distance from ship to weapon 
RsinO : distance along width of rectangle 
RcosQ : distance along length of recta~gle 
Figure 5 -1 
Determining if Weapon Hit Enemy Ship 
To evaluate the results of the weapon firing two rectangles were 
drawn. The inner rectangle simulated the size and shape of the ship, 
while the outer rectangle had dimensions twice those of the ship. If the 
position of the weapon was outside of both rectangles then the weapon missed. 
If the weapon was within the outer rectangle the enemy ship was damaged. 
If it was also within the inner rectangle the ship was sunk. 
Once the confirmation had been completed the W O  record was marked 
as having been confirmed and the results were placed within the record as well 
as being supplied to the player. In this manner if either the referee or 
the player checked the results of the weapon firing again, the calculations 
would not be repeated; the program would see that everything was previously 
computed and print out the results. 
5.4.3 Improvements in Weapon Confi-rmation 
The preceding model was a very simple one. The program knew where 
the weapon would be at the calculated interception time and also knew where 
the enemy was at that time and just determined the distance between the two. 
This model did not take into account any variations in the opponent's actual 
speed and course which would have resulted in an interception at some time 
different from the calculated time. 
Other than the above mentioned shortcomings in the original model 
we were now faced with an entirely new situation due to the changes made in 
the weapons launching simulation. If a weapon was fired without the use of 
an estimate, the assumed position of interception and time of interception 
would not be calculated and the original model could not even be applied. 
To account for all of the preceding, a new and complex method of 
confirmation of simulated homing weapons was devised and implemented. The 
better features from the old model were retained. These included accounting 
for previously confirmed weapons, telling the user when he was inquiring 
too  ea r l y  and using t he  rectangle method t o  t e l l  whether the  weapon was 
close enough t o  h i t ,  miss, o r  damage t he  opponent. 
I n  the  new model, a f t e r  the  weapon record is  re t r i eved  and the  
pre l iminar ies  a r e  ca r r i ed  out ,  the  program begins t r ac ing  the  weapon from 
i t s  point  of arming. A t  se lec ted  time i n t e rva l s  (which become smaller a s  the  
weapon approaches t he  opposing ship) the  pos i t ion  of the  weapon and t h e  enemy 
and the  distance and bearing between them a r e  calculated.  The weapon i s  
assumed t o  have i t s  own small ac t i ve  sonar un i t .  I f  no sonar contact i s  made, 
t he  time i s  incremented and t he  calcula t ions  a r e  repeated. I f  t he  incremented 
time i s  g rea te r  than t h e  present  time, t he  user  i s  t o l d  t h a t  he has not 
got ten  a h i t  a s  of the  present  and he should f i n i s h  confirming the  weapon 
a l i t t l e  l a t e r .  I f  the  incremented time i s  grea te r  than t he  maximum run 
of the  weapon the  user  i s  informed t h a t  h i s  weapon has missed. 
When t he  weapon is  within sonar range of the  ship, t he  rec tangle  method 
i s  employed t o  determine i f  t he  weapon has h i t  as ye t .  I f  it hasn ' t ,  t h e  
weapon course may be changed, depending on t he  sonar information, 50 bring 
the  weapon i n  on a c lose r  in tercept ion.  The time i s  then incremented by a 
small amount and t he  calcula t ions  a r e  repeated u n t i l  a h i t ,  miss, o r  damage 
r e s u l t s .  
I f  a weapon h i t s  o r  damages t he  enemy ship, t he  user  i s  t o l d  of h i s  
success and t he  opponent i s  informed t h a t  he has been h i t .  I f  he was sunk, 
he becomes immobile i n  t he  water. I f  he was damaged, h i s  maneuverability 
is reduced by a predetermined fac to r .  I n  t h i s  manner each succeeding damage 
would r e s u l t  i n  the  opponent having l e s s  maneuverability than before.  
. Each time a s e r i e s  of ca lcula t ions  t o  determine the  r e l a t i v e  pos i t ion  
of t he  enemy and t h e  weapon i s  done, the  r e s u l t s  a r e  placed i n  t he  weapon 
record. In t h i s  manner, t he  exact course of t he  weapon can be displayed and 
a n a l y ~ e d ~ d e t a i l i n g  a l l  t he  tu rns  t h a t  were made by t he  weapon a s  it bore 
down on the enemy ship. 
5.5 Weapon Status 
At any point during the course of a game, a player may want to knov 
how many weapons, of a particular type, still remain available to be fired. 
This information is of great importance in the planning of strategy; the 
player has to know if he has the strength to stay and fight or if he should 
save his last weapons to protect himself during a retreat. 
It is also possible that the referee, monitoring the progress of 
both players, would like to know the weapon status at a particular time. 
With this in2ormation he can execute CJWRM on any of the fired weapons to 
see if they were successful. He could also retrieve the weapons records to 
get an insight into why and where they were fired. This allows the referee 
great flexibility in keeping an accurate move by move picture of the two 
players. 
The weapon status of each player is kept in a small record along with 
the weapon parameters. It is automatically updated every time the program 
WEAP is executed successfully. 
The weapon status program is called by 
WEPST/(OWN item description)/(list of weapons). 
If the "list of weapons" parameter is not specified, the status of all weapons 
available to the player is outputted. 
The destroyer's list of weapons consists of TORPEDO, ASROC, HEDGEHOG, 
any combinatrions of the preceding three connected by 'ANDt or the word ALL. 
For example, the call: 
\\WST/WHITE/TORPEDO'AND' ASROC 
would result in the printing of the number of asrocs and torpedoes presently 
available to the destroyer. The format of the output in this case would be: 
YOU HAVE "number" ASROCS LEFT 
YCKT HAVE "number" TORPEDOES LEFT 
The word "ALL" is equivalent to specifying all three names. 
Except for the storage of the weapon parameters in the status record, 
the program WEPST has remained unchanged since its original implementation. 
5.6 Conclusions 
From the preceding discussions, it is evident that the weapons 
model has gone through a feedback cycle which has greatly improved the capa- 
bilities of the simulation. In the environment supplied by the use of a 
computer, strategies were developed, systems were tested, results were evalua- 
ted, and the necessary modifications were implemented. This process is much 
less complex and less costly than would have been involved in real life 
testing. 
6.0 A DOCUMENTED GAME 
6.1 Game Initialization 
As an illustration of the ideas presented in this report, this 
chapter details the playing of a particular game. Each player sits at a 
console and via the computer terminal, enters queries and commands to the 
central computer. The computer simulates each ship's movements and carries 
out the instructions of the commanders. A detailed description of the basic 
functions are given in Appendix C. The two players are RED - a submarine - 
and WHITE - a destroyer. The goal of both players in this game was to attack 
any detected enemy ships. The figures in this chapter are actual computer 
generated displays. The game is started by the referee who, in this case, 
had previously stored the initialization functions in the procedure GAME1. 
-TRANS PROC GAME1 
I N T C L / = 2 0 3 0  
I  NTLZ/DD 
START/ kHI TE&OWN/=25.2/=-30 
START/RED&OWN/=25.3/=-29.8 
ND 
r, ENTER/ GAME 
The result of executing GAME1 was 
GAME1 
2@3@GJfl I S  NOW THE PRESENT TIME 
I N T L Z  WAS ENTERED 
I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N  HAS BEEN STORED FOR TIME = 203028 
I N I T I A L  P O S I T I O N  HAS BEEN STORED F O R  TIME = 203823 
The game is initialized. Initial positions are 
set: DD: 2 5 . 2 : ~ ,  30°wo 
sS: 25.3 N, 39.8 w 
Thus, the ships are placed within passive sonar range of each other. Each 
player now sets his first sailing plan and requests sonar readings to be taken. 
XTRANS PROC B E G I N  
S E T S P / ~ ~ / ~ @  
U ~ E ~ N / W H I ~ P A ~ ~ I V E / C O N T N / = @ .  4 
USESN/WHITE&ACTIVE/CON~ 
END 
XENTER/WHI m 
B E G I N  
SPEED COURSE START TIME 
15 .PI# l@ 2$3@29 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
SONAR READINGS W I L L  B E  TKKXN 
SONAR READINGS W I L L  B E  TELKEN 
XTRANS PROC PATROL 
SETSP/~/ 345/loo/5/~/~~~~/45/~/5/~/~1~~~/45/~/5/ 
S/LEF T / 4 5  / s 
U ~ E ~ N / R ~ P A S ~ I ~ E / C ~ N ' ~ T N / = @ .  4 
END 
XENTER/RED 
PATROL 
F;; COURSE D E P m  345 
7. @@@ TURN 
7 .$@$ 3@$ 
;$$ 
?URN 
I$@ 
7. @$@ 
345 7 .@$@ 
l U R N  
I@@ 
7, @@@ I@@ 
7 - 3@@ 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
I@$ 
SONAR RFADINGS WILL B E  Q K E N .  
S T A R T  TIME 
2@3# 36 
2@ 35 36 
~$3617 
2@4@ 36 
2@4117 
2@45 36 
2g4617 
Figure 6-1 
Initi a1 Sa i l ing  Plans 
Each side now, upon detecting a n  enemy ship, maneuvers to attack. 
ESTPS 
TOO FEW READINGS FOR AN ESTlMATE ~ $ 3 1 5 2  
PRESENT BEARING $62 BEARING RATE $ DEG/MIN 
SETSP/WI ~ O W N / S L O W / = ~ ~  
SPEED COURSE STARTTD'IE 
:;:@ lURN ~$3418 35 2$35$9 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
ESTPS 
TOO FEW READINGS FOR AN ESTIMATE 2@3127 
PRESENT BEARING 241  BEARING RAT% @ DEG/MIN 
S E T S P / / ~ ~ ~  
77;; CCKTRSE DEPTH START TIME TURN l@@ $3232 
7 .$@@ 241  I$@ 20 34957 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEXN STARTED. 
Figure 6-2 
The Sail ing Plans are  Changed 
time is automatically substituted and processing continues as if TIME 
has not been specified. Sample SETSP requests using the time options are: 
SEXSP/RED/TIME/~~~~/ . . . the specified change is to 
start at 1345 
SETSP/RED/TIME/PLUS/~ / . . . the specified change is to 
start in 4 minutes 
SETSP version I11 incorporates all of the features detailed in this 
chapter. It is considerably more useful than version I. It is less prone 
to errors of the types made with I; it did add some new errors but the 
diagnostic messages are unusually helpful and complete. 
It is hoped that the discussion of the evolution of this major 
function has illustrated the value of a flexible problem solving facility. 
It is further hoped that the reader has gained some insight into the types 
of evolution that can occur on a problem solving system. The function discussed 
has undergone many changes. The two main classifications of these changes 
are first the correction of deficiencies discovered through use and second the 
addition of new powers. The first stage of SETSP evolution was principally 
to reduce the number of circumstances under which the program was unable to 
function. The second phase added some completely new powers to make the 
program more flexible. 
6 - 2  The Game a s  Played By the Submarine Captain 
We w i l l  now give many of the  functions executed by the submarine 
captain so t h a t  h i s  decisions can be followed. 
E S T P S  
RANGE 13.76 BEARING  242 TIME 2 0 3 3 1 6  
COURSE 340 S P E E D  29 R E L I A B I L I T Y  + 4 5 1 . 5  
NO E S T 0  RECORD CREATED 
SS receives an estimate of opponent's posit ion using 
passive sonar. The estimate i s  very unreliable - the 
la rger  the number, the  worse the estimate - and only the 
bearing information i s  usable. Therefore no new record 
i s  created. 
SETSP/STAND/LEFT/5@//4/SLOW/RIGHT/78 
S P E E D  COURSE DEPTH S T A R T  T I M E  
8 * 5 0 @  TURN l0 l i l  2 0 3 7  1 8  
1 PI. (30 19 1 1 0 0  283759 
7 . 5 8 8  TURN 108 2041 18 
5 080 26 1 1@0 284228 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED.  
SS maneuvers i n  order t o  continue using passive sonar. 
Figure 6-3 
Submarine's Sailing Plan for First 
Ten Minutes of Game 
E S T P S / 2 0 3 5  
P R E S E N T  BEARING 2 4 3  BEARING RATE - 7 1 9 3  DEGIMIN 
E S T P S / 2 9 ) 3 6  
RANGE 0 2 - 7 4  BEARING 244 TIME 203604 
COURSE 094 SPEED 05 R E L I A B I L I T Y  +80.99 
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T P S  
RANGE 1 0 - 3 9  BEARING 2 4 6  TIME 203852 
COURSE 848 SPEED 1 2  R E L I A B I L I T Y  + 2 1 - 6 1  
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T P S / 2 @ 4 1  
RANGE 0 6 - 2 4  BEARING 249 TIME 2 8 4 0 5 2  
COURSE 2 1  1 S P E E D  28 
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T P S R 2 0 4 3  
RANGE 1 8 - 9 0  BEARING 250 TIME 204252 
COURSE 284 S P E E D  1 2  R E L I A B I L I T Y  i 2 0 . 5 4  
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
SS has d i f f i c u l t y  obtaining re l iab le  estimates. 
S E T S P / T I M ' E / / ~ / R I  G H T / I  0 
S P E E D  COURSE DEPTH START TIME 
5-000 TURN 1 0 0  26351 40 
5-@00 2 7  1 I00 285152 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
SS requests a course change t o  be s ta r ted  i n  two minutes. 
E S T P S l 2 0 4 5  
RANGE 00.43 BEARING 252 TIME 2 0 4 4 5 2  
COURSE 255 S P E E D  0 7  R E L I A B I L I T Y  + I 6 0 3 3  
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T P S  
I N S U F F I C E N T  MANEUVER FOR ESTIMATE0 TIME 205852 
PRESENT BEARING 259 BEARING RATE 1 - 2 3 2  DEG/MIN 
E S T P S / 2 0 5 2  
RANGE 03-99 BEARING 260 TIME 205204 
COURSE 2 7 1  S P E E D  23 R E L I A B I L I T Y  +14.30 
NO ESTO RECOR-D CREATED 
E S T P S  
RANGE 02-24  BEARING 2 6 1  TIME 2 0 5 3 1 6  
COURSE 306 S P E E D  04 R E L I A B I L I T Y  + I S - 5 2  
NO E S T O  RECORD CREATED 
SS continues attempts t o  locate  enemy ship. 
USESN/RED&ACTI VE/CONTN 
SONAR READINGS WILL BE TAKEN 
SETSP/FULL/RIGHT/70//4/SLOW/LEFT/60 
SPEED COURSE DEPTH START TIME 
10.00 TURN l0 la  2 0 5 6 5 2  
15.00 3 4 1  1 0 0  2 0 5 7 4 5  
10m00 TURN 1 0 0  2 10052 
5 000 2 8  1 100  2 1 0 1 3 8  
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STAQTED- 
SS starts using active sonar. 
SS starts another maneuver and at the same time 
continues on a general intercept course. 
ESTPS/2057 
INSUFFICENT MANEUVER FOR ESTIMATE* TIME 2 0 5 6 5 2  
PRESENT BEARING 265  BEARING RATE * 9 6 4 3  DEG/MIN 
ESTPS/2058* 
RANGE 0 7 - 6 2  BEARING 265 TIME 2 0 5 8 0 4  
COURSE 0 7 2  SPEED 45 R E L I A B I L I T Y  + 3 * 9 1 7  
ESTO RECORD R P 0 0 l  WAS CREATED 
ESTPS 
RANGE 09.31 BEARING 2 6 3  TIME 21.0140 
COURSE 3 4 5  SPEED 46 R E L I A B I L I T Y  + 1 2 4 2 -  
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T A C I  12 
ONLY ONE READING AVAILABLE AT. TIME 21021  13 
RANGE 87.05 BEARING 2 6 3  
INTER/RP001/=5 
NO POSSIBLE INTERCEPTION AT T H I S  SPEED. 
INTER/RP001/= 1 0  
I F  YOU TRAVEL AT + 0 0 1 0 -  KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  + 0 0 0 5 *  MINUTES AT 2 1 0 7 2 8  CRSE=-@031. 
RANGE/RED&OWN/RP0@1/=2059/=2/=5 
RANGE = + 0 0 0 6 * 8 8 0 0 0 0  BEARING = - 0 0 9 5 -  AT TIME = 2 0 5 9 0 0  
RANGE = + 0 0 0 5 * 2 9 0 0 0 0  BEARING = - 0 0 9 7 -  AT TIME = 2 1 0 1 0 0  
RANGE = + 0 0 0 3 - 6 2 0 0 0 0  BEARING = - 0 0 9 5 -  AT TIME = 2 1 0 3 0 0  
RANGE = +13002-010000 BEARING = - 0 0 8 7 -  AT TIME = 2 1 0 5 8 0  
RANGE = + 0 0 0 0 * 6 6 0 0 0 0  BEARING = -0037.  AT TIME = @ 
SS obtains his first reliable estimate using passive 
sonar and determines an intercept course. 
E S T A C I  1 2  
RANGE 06.99 B E A R I N G  265 T I M E  2 1 0 2 5 5  
C O U R S E  354 S P E E D  20 
E S T O  R E C O R D  RAB0l WAS C R E A T E D  
SS obtains h i s  f i r s t  estimate using active sonar. 
S E T S P / T I M E / / 4 / R I  G H T / 2 0  
S P E E D  C O U R S E  D E P T H  S T A R T  T I M E  
5 . 0 0 8  TURN 1 0 0  2 1 0 9 1 8  
5*00( iJ 30 1 100 21 0925 
T H E  S A I L I N G  P L A N  H A S  B E E N  S T A R T E D *  
SS se t s  a sa i l ing  plan t o  be s tar ted i n  four minutes. 
Procedure Il3M.R stored previously by SS. 
E S T A C I 1 2  
R A N G E  0 5 * 4 Q  B E A R I N G  271 T I M E  218925 
C O U R S E  345 S P E E D  37 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A B 8 3  WAS C R E A T E D  
N E A R  
S O N A R  S T O P P E D  F I N A L  R E A D I N G  AT 210948 
S O N A R  R E A D I N G S  W I L L  B E  TAKEN 
SS changes the interval  a t  which passive readings 
w i l l  be used fo r  making estimates. The time interval  
can be reduced a t  small ranges. 
E S T P S l 2 1 1 2  
R A N G E  00.37 BEARING 2 7 4  T I M E  2 1 1 2 0 0  
COURSE 063 S P E E D  84 R E L I A B I L I T Y  + * 7 5 9 8  
E S T O  RECORD R P 0 @ 2  WAS CREATED 
E S T P S  
I N S U F F I C E N T  MANEUVER FOR E S T I M A T E *  T I M E  2 1  1 2 3 0  
P R E S E N T  B E A R I N G  274 BEARING RATE e l 2 6 9  D E G I M I N  
E S T A C /  12 
RANGE 04-68 BEARING 2 7 3  TIME 2 1  1 2 4 0  
COURSE 059 S P E E D  23 
E S T O  RECORD R A 0 0 4  WAS CREATED 
R A N G E / R E D & O W N / R ~ ' @ @ ~  
RANGE = +8086*6600@0 BEARING = +0094* AT T I M E  = 2 1 1 4 1  1  
SS obtains contradictory estimates from passive 
and act ive sonar. 
S E T S P / T I M E / 2 1  17/SLOW/270//5/FLANK/RIGHT/60//4/ 
SLOW/LEFT/  1 5 0 1 1 4  
S P E E D  COURSE DEPTH S T A R T  T I M E  
5 00PI TURN 1 0 0  2 1  1 7 0 0  
5.000 270 1 0 0  21 1 7 1  1  
1 1 * S Q  TURN 1 0 8  2 1 2 2 6 1 0  
1 8 . 0 0  330 1 0 0  2 1 2 2 2 2  
1 1 . 5 0  TURN 1 0 0  2 1  2600 
5-000 1 8 0  1 0 0  2 1 2 6 5 6  
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN S T A R T E D *  
E S T P S  
I N S U F F I C E N T  MANEUVER FOR E S T I M A T E ,  T I M E  2 1  1 5 1  5 
P R E S E N T  BEARING 272 BEARING RATE - 1 . 0 6 9  D E G I M I N  
E S T A C I  1 2  
RANGE 613.27 BEARING 268 T I M E  2 1 1 8 4 0  
COURSE 1 3 8  S P E E D  1 1  
E S T O  RECORD R A 8 B 8  WAS CREATED 
E S T P S  
RANGE a3.86 REARING 266 TIME 2 1  1 9 0 0  
COURSE 1 2 5  S P E E D  1 1  R E L I A B I L I T Y  + l o 3 8 8  
E S T O  RECORD R P 0 @ 3  WAS CREATED 
SS ge ts  estimates and maneuvers t o  confuse h i s  
opponent and t o  get  i n t o  a good posi t ion f o r  f i r i n g  
torpedoes. 
A previously stored procedure t o  get a new estimate 
and t o  f i r e  a torpedo using t h i s  estimate. 
F I R E A  
RANGE 632.71 B E A R I N G  268 T I M E  2 1 2 1 2 5  
C O U R S E  1 4 2  S P E E D  1 1  
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 0 9  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  1 H A S  B E E N  F I R E D  A T  T I M E =  2 1 2 1 5 3 s  ON C O U R S E =  238 
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E =  2 1 2 6 3 7  
AT L A T I T U D E =  25-29 D E G *  N L O N G I T U D E =  29.91 DEG. W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  'AND' T O R P l  H A S  B E E N  G E N E R A T E D  
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON E S T 0  R E C O R D  R A 0 0 9  
F I R E A  
RANGE 82-20 B E A R I N G  252 T I M E  2 1 2 3 1 0  
C O U R S E  099 S P E E D  10 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 0  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  2 H A S  B E E N  F I R E D  A T  T I M E =  218333s ON C O U R S E =  237 
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E =  2 1 2 6 5 2  
AT L A T I T U D E =  25-30 D E G *  N L O N G I T U D E =  29.90 DEG. W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  'AND'  T O R P 2  H A S  B E E N  ' G E N E R A T E D  
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON EST0 R E C O R D  R A 0 1 0  
F I R E A  
RANGE 02.06 B E A R I N G  221 T I M E  2 1 2 5 5 5  
C O U R S E  f 1 4  S P E E D  08 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A B l l  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  3 H A S  B E E N  F I R E D  A T  T I M E =  212623, ON C O U R S E =  2 0 1  
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E -  21 3022 
AT L A T I T U D E '  25.30 D E G *  N L O N G I T U D E S  29.90 D E G *  W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  ' 'AND'  T O R P 3  H A S  B E E N  ' G E N E R A T E D  
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON E S T 0  R E C O R D  R A 8 1 1  
F I R E A  
RANGE 8 1 . 9 4  B E A R I N G  208 T I M E  212810 
C O U K S E  157 S P E E D  1 3  
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 8 1 2  WAS C R E A T E D  
O P P O N E N T  O U T  O F  WEAPON RANGE-WEAPON N O T  F I R E D  
TO C A L C U L A T E D  I N T E R C E P T  P O @  ' 
SS f i r e s  three torpedses. 
C N F R M / R E D & T O R P I  
C O N F I R M A T I O N  O F  T O R P l  
WEAPON M I S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
C N F R M / R E O & T O R P 2  
C O N F I  R M A T I  ON O F  T O R P 2  
WEAPON M I  S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
C N F R M / R E D & T O R P 3  
C O N F I  R M A T I O N  OF T O R P 3  
mr s WEAPON F I R I N G  HAS ALREADY B E E N  CONFIRMED-RESULTS 
WEAPON M I S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
The three torpedoes miss as shown in the following 
figures. 
F I R E A  
R A N G E  8 1 . 8 8  B E A R I N G  1 9 9  T I M E  2 1 3 0 2 5  
COURSE i s 1  SPEED 12 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 3  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  4 HAS B E E N  F I R E D  A T  T I M E =  2 1 3 0 5 8 r  ON C O U R S E =  1 8 1  
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E =  213629 
AT L A T I T U D E =  25.27 DEG. N L O N G I T U D E =  29-89 DEG. W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  * A N D '  T O R P 4  H A S  B E E N  G E N E R A T E D  
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON E S T 0  R E C O R D  R A 0  13 
F I R E A  
RANGE 00.78 B E A R I N G  215 T I M E  213425 
C O U R S E  355 S P E E D  10 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 4  WAS C R E A T E D  
TOO C L O S E  T O  F I R E  TORPEDO-WEAPON N O T  F I R E D  
T O  C A L C U L A T E D  I N T E R C E P T  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= - 5 1 0 7 s  B E A R I N G =  226.78 A T  T I M E =  2 1 3 4 5 9  
TO O P P O N E N T *  S P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= ~63353 B E A R I N G =  21 4.2 
SS fires again 
C N F R M / R E D & T O R P 4  
C O N F I R M A T I O N  O F  T O R P 4  
WEAPON M I S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
but misses. 
Figure 6-4 
SS Fires TORP1, Based on the Estimate FA009 and 
TORP2, Based on RAOlO 
Figure 6-5 
The m r e e  Torpedo F i r ings  with t he  Estimate 
R A O l l  Upon Which the  Course f o r  TORP3 was Based 
S E T S P / S L O W  
S P E E D  C O U R S E  
5 000 258 
T H E  S A I L I M G  P L A N  H A S  B E E N  
S E T S P I 1 2 9  
S P E E D  C O U R S E  
5.800 T U R N  
5.080 29 
T H E  S A I L I N G  P L A N  H A S  B E E N  
D E P T H  S T A R T  T I M E  
1 0 0  2 1 4 0 1 9  
S T A R T E D *  
D E P T H  S T A R T  T I M E  
180 2 1 4 2 3 1  
100 2 1 4320 
S T A R T E D *  
F I R E A  
RANGE 00.95 B E A R I N G  026 T I M E  2 1 4 2 4 0  
C O U R S E  345 S P E E D  09 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 7  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  5 H A S  B E E N  F I R E D  AT T I M E =  2143149 ON C O U R S E =  1 2 0  
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E =  2 1  4556 
AT L A T I T U D E =  25.33 DEG* N L O N G I T U D E =  29-91 D E G *  W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  'AND'  T O R P 5  H A S  B E E N  GENERATED 
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON E S T 0  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 7  
S E T S P I R I  G H T / 3 0  
S P E E D  C O U R S E  DEPTY S T A P T  T I M E  
5.068 TURN 100 2 1 4 6 4 5  
c;.man 5 9  1 0 B  2 1 4 6 5 6  
T H E  S A I L I N G  P L A N  H A S  BEEN S T A R T E D *  
F I  REA 
RANGE 8 1  828 B E A R I N G  037 T I M E  2 1  47 10 
C O U R S E  f i 4 6  S P E E D  10 
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 8  WAS C R E A T E D  
T O R P E D O  6 H A S  B E E N  F I R E D  A T  T I M E =  2 1 4 7 3 8 9  ON C O U R S E =  390 
C A L C U L A T E D  T O  I N T E R C E P T  O P P O N E N T  A T  T I M E =  21 51 29 
AT L A T I T U D E =  25.34 DEG- N L O N G I T U D E =  29.89 D E G *  W 
WEAP R E C O R D  R E D  'AND'  T O R P 6  H A S  B E E N  ' G E N E R A T E D  
F I R I N G  B A S E D  ON E S T 0  R E C O R D  R A B  18  
SS maneuvers and f i r e s  two more torpedoes. 
C N F R M / R E D & T O R P 5  
C O N F I R M A T I O N  O F  T O R P S  
WEAPON M I S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
C N F R M / R E D & T O R P 6  
CONFIRIU1ATIOM O F  T O R P 6  
WEAPON M I  S S E D  O P P O N E N T  
Both torpedoes miss the i r  target .  
F I R E A  
RANGE 0 1 - 4 3  B E A R I N G  086 T I M E  2 1 5 0 4 0  
C O U R S E  138 S P E E D  2 4  
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 1 9  WAS C R E A T E D  
O P P O N E N T  O U T  O F  WEAPON RANGE-WEAPON NOT F I R E D  
TO C A L C U L A T E D  I N T E R C E P T  P O S I  T I O N -  
RANGE= 6.076. B E A R I N G =  1 2 7 . 7 ~  . A T  T I M E =  2 1 5 1  1 1  
TO O P P O N E N T ' S  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= 1 - 5 2 8 ~  B E A R I N G =  92- 93 
F I R E A  
RANGE 02.99 B E A R I N G  163 T I M E  215555 
C O U R S E  231 S P E E D  28 
E S T O  RECORD R A Q 2 3  WAS C R E A T E D  
O P P O N E N T  O U T  O F  WEAPON RANGE-WEAPON N O T  F I R E D  
TO C A L C U L A T E D  I N T E R C E P T  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE" 20.16s B E A R I N G =  2 2 5 . 7 ~  A T  T I N E =  215621 
TO O P P O N E N T ' S  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= 2.186, B E A R I N G =  1 6 9 . 4  
F I R E A  
RANGE 03.32 B E A R I N G  1 7 9  T I M E  220455 
C O U R S E  229 S P E E D  1 0  
E S T O  R E C O R D  R A 0 2 6  WAS C R E A T E D  
O P P O N E N T  O U T  O F  WEAPON RANGE-WEAPON NOT F I  R E D  
TO C A L C U L A T E D  I N T E R C E P T  P O S I  T I O N -  
RANGE= 4.285, B E A R I N G =  187.33 . A T  T I M E =  228529 
TO O P P O N E N T ' S  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= 3.3793 B E A R I N G =  ' 171 00 
The two ships are diverging and no torpedces 
can be fired. 
The actual positions of the destroyer are shown below together with six 
estimates made by the submarine. 
Figure 6-6 
The Estimates ~~018, RAOl9, RA020 
Figure 6-7 
The Estimates EZA023, ~~024, M025 
The game was stopped at 22:lO. 
SC0I .E  -?, W#' l5? 'U  
Figure 6-8 
The S a i l i n g  Hi s to ry  of the  Submarine f o r  the  Ent i re  Game 
6 . 3  Game As Played by Captain of Destroyer 
The following a r e  some of the  commands and queries made by the 
destroyer captain. 
ES TPS/~$ 35 
PRESENT BEARING $64 BEARING RATE .6934 DEG/MIN 
E S T P S / ~ P / ~ ~  
TIME RE&UES7ED WAS I N  ET.E FLT?CTRE. PRESENT TIME USED 
RANGE $9.8$ BEARING $64 TIME 2@3531 
CoURSE 244 SPEED 47 RELIABILITY + P/ 
ESTO RECORD ~ $ $ l  WAS CREATED 
ESTPS/~@ 36 
WGE 14 -57 BEARING $64 TIME 2#3555 
CWRSE $67 SPEED 34 . 
NO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E S T P S / ~ @ ~ ~  
RANGE $1.39 BEARING $65 TIME ~$3755 
COURSE 5 SPEED 42 RELIABILITY + P/ 
ESTO RECORD @$2 WAS CREATED 
ESTPS/~@ 39 
INSUFFICIENT LMANE~R FOR ESTIMATE, TIME ~$3997 
PRESENT BWING @66 BEARING RATE 1.212 DEG/MTN 
DD makes estiglates using passive sonar. 
S E T S P / ~ ~ / L E F T / ~ O / ~ / R I G H T / ~ ~  
SPEED CWRSE START TIME 
11. @# ?URN 2$4249 
1 2 .  $$ 3 35 2@45@4 
1 2 .  #@ ?URN 2@4949 
1 2 .  @$ 4@ 2$52@5 
THE S I L I N G  PLAN HAS SEEN STARTED. 
ESTPs/2#46 
RANGE $3.61 BEARING @73 TIME ~$4555 
CCSTRSE @49 SPEED 19 RELLABILITY + 15.5$ 
XO ESTO RECORD CREATED 
E s T P s / ~ @ ~ ~  
IYJSUFFICIEMT REARING CHANGE FOR ESTIMATE. 2@47@$ 
FRESENT BEARING $74 BEARING RATE @ DEG/MIN 
E S T P S / ~ $ ~ ~  
TIME RE&UESTED WAS I N  THE FLTTUm. PRESENT TIME USED 
FANGE $4.94 BEARING $76 TIME 294.755 
CCKTRSE 317 SPEED $6 RELIABILITY + @ 
ESTO RECORE WP$@3 WAS CREATED 
DD maneuvers and continues t o  use passive sonar. 
XTRANS PROC NEAR 
USESN/WHI?IE 'AIW l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ o ~  
USESN/WHITE 'AND' PASSIVE/CONTN 
Ern 
XENTER/WHI TE 
NEAR procedure - which was stored before the  game began. 
NEAR 
SOIUR STOPPED FINAL READING AT 2.955154 
SONAR W I N G S  WILL BE TAKEN 
E S T P S / ~ $ ~ #  
INSUFFICIENT J!UIlYEUTER FOR ESTIMATE, TIME 2$4954 
PRESENT BEARING $78 BEARING RATE 1.2@5 DEG/MIN 
E S W S / ~ $ ~ ~  
RANGE g2 .51  BEARING $79 TIME 2$5@54 
CoURSE 328 SPEED gg RZLIABILITY +4.277 
ESTO FiECORD WP#@4 WAS CRFATED 
ED s t a r t s  using passive sonar a t  smaller time 
in te rva l s  and ge t s  another estimate. 
XTRANS PROC L E F T  
SETSP/WHI 'E 'AND' O~/=~/UFT/=~O/=~/=~~/RIGHT/=~~ 
END 
XENTER/WHI TE 
This procedure was stored before the game began. 
L E F T  
$:; C CURSE STELRT TIME RJRN , 2945 6194 
8. 94$94 3494 2945837 
194 94e, r n N  29459194 
l2 $94 45 2194149 
THE S A I L I N G  PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
DD maneuvers t o  use passive sonar. 
TOO CLOSE TO F I R E  ASROC-ATTEMF!ITNG TORPEDO F I R I N G  
TORPEDO 1 HAS BEEN F m D  A T  TIME= 2$5848, ON COURSE= 61. 
CALCULATED TO INTERCEPT OPPONENT A T  TTMB= 21$1$3 
A T  LATITUDE= 25.29 DEG. N LONGITUDE= 29.96 DEG. W 
WEAP RECORD WHITE 'AND' T O W 1  HAS BEEN GENERATED 
F I R I N G  RASED ON ESTO RECORD ~ $ 9 4 4  
DD f i r e s  a weapon based on the l a s t  estimate which 
used passive sonar (LAsTP).  
CTJFRM/WHITE&TORP~ 
CONFIRMATION OF T O W 1  
WEAPON MISSED OPPONENT 
Torpedo misses ta rge t .  
~ s r ~ s / 2 $ 5 9  
RANGE $8.35 BEARING $84 TIME ~ $ 5 8 5 4  
CoURSE 284 SPEED RANGE l g . 5 1  BEARING $83 TIME 295954 
COURSE $61 SPEED 43 RELIABILITY +27.73 
NO ESTO RECORD CRJ3ATED 
E S T P S / ~ ~ $ ~  
RANGE 2$.68 BEARING $83 TIME 21$@54 
COURSE 393 SPEED 37 
NO ESTO RECORD C m T E D  
E S T A C / ~ ~  
YO READINGS AVAILABLE FOR THIS ESTIMAE. 
ES ~ ~ ~ / 2 1 $ 3  
RANGE ei5.99 BEARING #84 TIME 21$254 
COURSE 319 SPEED $3 RELIABILITY +6.345 
EST0 RECORD ~ @ $ 5  WAS CREATED 
ANTISUB ROCK3ZT 1 HAS BEEN FIRED AT TIME= 21p(557, 01V CCAJRSE= 85. 
CALLCXJLATED TO INmRCEPT OPPOI\TENT AT TIME= 21g829 
AT LATITJDE= 25.$ DEG. N LONGITUDE= 29.87 DEG. W 
WEElP RECORD WID2 'AND' ASRCl HAS BEEN GENEXPL'JJ3D 
FIRING BASED ON ESTO RBCORD ~PJd$45 
I+Snile no active sonar readings are available, 
a-lother estimate using passive sonar is obtained 
and an antisubmarine rocket is fired based on this 
last estimate. 
CTTFRM/WHI T E ~ G A S R C ~  
COrJFIFNATION OF ASRCl 
WEAPON MISSED OPPONENT 
The rocket misses the sub. 
Figure 6-9 
The Firing of ASRCl and the Estimate W O O 5  Upon Which 
Its Trajectory is Based 
A previously stored procedure t o  obtaix; a c i i sp la~  of 
the  last f i f t e e n  a c t i v e  sonar readings.  
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Fi.gure 6-10 
DD Obtaixis a Few Active Sonar I+-eadings hut They are Poor 
INTER/W@@S/=~$ 
IF YCKT TRAVEL AT +$@l@. KNOTS, 
INTERCEPTION I N  +@26. MINUTES AT 21342@ CRSE=+$$~~.  
INTER/WP@~/=~$ 
IF  YCKT TRAVEL AT +$929. KNOTS, 
INTEFiCEP23ON I N  +$P,14. MINUTES AT 212239 C R S E = + ~ @ ~ ~  
DD obtains intercept courses at two speeds. 
SLOW/ 3q/2q 
SPEED CCTURSE START TIME 
11 @@ 63 21114 3 
1fi - 56 TURN 211149 
l P ,  .@@ 93 2113ej@ 
1@ -P,P, ?URN 211649 
16 .P,P, 73 211738 
1949  TURN 212149 
l9.9$ 16 3 212393 
l 9  -$Pi TURN 212649 
l f .  99 8 3 2127 38 
'I!KE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
SLOW/ 39/29 
SPEED C OLTRSE 
1 P  -99 TURN 
19. 99 123 
19 -99 TURN 
19 -99 193 
19-PIPr l u R N  
19 $9 133 
lP,-$pl TURN 
l P I  PIP, 113 
TdE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED 
START TIME 
211437 
21155G 
DD maneuvers. 
Figure 6-11 
The Active Sonar Readings are Improving 
E S T A C / ~ ~  
RANGE $3.16 BEARING $84 T~ME 211946 
COURSE 129 SPEED 22 
EST0 F3CORD ~ ~ $ 9 3  WAF u CREATED 
ESTPS 
RANGE $$ . 7$ 3EARING $83 TIME 212$39 
CCKTRSE 259 SPEED 36 
NO ESTO RECORD CHEATED 
E s Q I c / ~ ~  
RANGE $2 .$8 B ~ I M G  $6$ rn 212416 
CoURSE 334 SPEXD 14  
ESTO RECORD WA@@ WAS CF3ATED 
DD Obtains More Estimates. 
DISPLAY 
OPHIS COMPLETED 
Figure 6 -12 
Active Sonar Readings Look Reliable 
i E b l ~ ~  $2 .$3 BEARING P(54 TIME 212446 
CCSTRSE 329 SPEED 18 
ESTO RECORD W A $ $ ~  WAS CREATED 
Some readings a r e  eliminated using the  l i g h t  pen 
and by h i t t i n g  the appropriate pushbutton, t he  r e s t  
a r e  used t o  make an estimate. 
SLOW/ 5 $/ 3$ 
SPEED CCSTRSE 
l$.$P' TURN 
1$ PIP( 2 
l@.@$ TURN 
I$ -@a' 332 
l p i  @$ TURN 
l @ * P ( @  22 
I9  -99 TURN 
19 *@pl 35 2 
THE SAILING PLAN KAS BEEN STARTED. 
START TIME 
213141 
2132$pl 
21 3641 
213652 
214141 
214652 
E S T A C / ~ ~  
RANGE $1.55 BEARING $27 TIME 213146 
COURSE 191 SPEED $4 
ESTO RECORD WA$$~ WAS CREATED 
' RANGE $1.37 BEARING $27 TIME 213216 
CrnRSE 212 SPEED 11 
ESTO RECORD W A @ $ ~  WAS CREATED 
DD continues t o  maneuver and makes more estimates, 
the  l a s t  one using the  in te rac t ive  f a c i l i t y  of the  
display. 
TOO CLOSE TO F I R E  TORPEDO-ATTEMPTING HEDGMOG RUN 
OUT OF RANGE FOR BOTB WEAPONS 
TO C A L U m D  INTERCEPT P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= .6981, BEARING= 62.22, A T  TIME= 213q2 
?Y) OPPONENT'S P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= .7225, BEARING= 59.87 
I N T E R / w A Q I $ ~ / = ~ ~ I  
IF  YCKT TRAVEL A T  -t-#$2$. K N O E ,  
INTERCEPTION I N  +$$$I. MINUTES A T  213654 C R S E = + $ ~ ~ ~ .  
TOO CLOSE TO FIRE TORPEDO-ATEMFTING HEDGEHOG RUN 
TOO DIS' IXNT FOR HEDGMOGS, TOO CLOSE FOR TORPEDO 
'IC CALCULATED I N T E R C E P T  P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= .233d, BEARING= 134.7, A T  TIME= 21363d 
TO OPPONENTf S P O S I T I O N -  
RANGE= .228 3, BEARING= 127. @ 
TORPEDO 2 HAS BEEN FIRED AT m= 2139p5, ON COURSE= 186 
CALCULATED TO I N T E R C E P T  OPPONENT A T  TIME= 214147 
A T  LATITUDE= 25.29 DEG. N LONGITUDE= 29.91 DEG. W 
WjW? RECORD WHITE 'AND T O W 2  HAS BEEN GENERATED 
FIRING RASED ON ESTO  CORD wQ68 
DD can use only one of these estimates to fire 
a weapo!: . 
CNFRM/WHI TE&TORP~ 
CONFIRMATION OF TORP2 
WEAPOPJ M I S S E D  OPPONENT 
The torpedo misses the sub. 
ELISA/WHI ~ ~ / = 2 1 3 9 4 6 >  =213931, =2139$1> =213846 ?=2138 3 1 ~  
16, =2138$1, =213746 
MI\JGE 66.43 BEARING 211 TIME 213946 
COURSE 255 SPEED 1# 
E S ~  RECORD i~~ejlej WAS C ~ ~ T E D  
BEAEI1;UG OF CALCULATED TNTERCEPTTON POSITION IS 1 5  3 
TORPEDO CAXNOT BE FIRED AT THIS BEARING. 
TO CALCULATED INTERCEPT POSITION- 
F?Aru'GE= 2.221, BEARING= 228.5, AT TIME= 214433 
TO OPPOI\.ENT ' S POSITION- 
R4TdGE= 1.611;. BW,II\TG= 217.1 
DD ob ta ins  another  estimate but  i s  not positioned 
correct ly  t o  f i r e  a torpedo. 
sIJowl5pl/4$ :r;; COURSE TURN 
$pl 72 
I$.$$ TURN 
$$ 32 
.#$ TURN 
l$ $$ 82 
1$ ?URN 
l$ $$ 42 
!Ell? SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
E S T A C / ~ ~  
RADJGE $1.19 BEARING 2$7 TIME 2145#1 
COURSE $47 SPEED $4 
ESTO RECORD ~~f l l l  WAS CREATED 
~ a ~ / 7 $ / 5 @  CURSE 
$7; TURN 
3$ $$ 142 
3$ $er TURN 
3$ PI$ 92 
3# $$ TURN 
3$-$$ 162 
3$. $$ ?Urn 
3$-$$ 112 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
E s T R c / ~ ~  
RANGE fl1.27 BEARING 232 TlME 214(&1 
CCKTRSE $51 SPEXD $5 
ESTO RECORD ~ ~ f l 1 2  WAS C R E A m  
START I'IME 
214445 
2145g4 
214945 
215$$$- 
215445 
2155p14 
215945 
22$$$$ 
START TIME 
214816 
214843 
215 316 
215 335 
215816 
215843 
22ej316 
22$335 
BEARING OF CALCUTED INTERCEPTION POSITION IS  239.$ 
TORPEDO CANNOT BE FIRED AT !CHIS BEARING. 
TO CKL(2tJTATE.D INTERCEPT POSITION - 
SETSP/I?ULL/~ @/~ / sLOW/S  
SPEED COLTF-SE START TIME 
3$-@ l U R N  2152 37 
3#*9v 23$ 215 37-$ 
I$ $P( 23p 215 637 
THE SAILING PLAN HAS BEEN STARTED. 
DD maneuvers but s t i l l  cannot f i r e  a weapon 
E S T A C / ~ ~  
RANGE @2.@ BEA.RING 294 TIME 215246 
COURSE $75 SPEED $5 
E S T O  RECORD ~ ~ $ 1 3  WAS CREATED 
TORPEDO 3 HAS BEEN F I R E D  AT 'TIME= 215 341, ON COJRSE= 315 
CALCULATED TO IN'TERCEPT OPPONENT A T  TIME= 215712 
AT L A T I V J D E =  25.32 DEG. N LONGITUDE= 2g.gp) DEG. W 
WEAP FECORD WHITE 'AND' TORP3 HAS BEEN GENERATED 
F I R I N G  BASED ON E S T O  RECORD 1d@13 
DD f i r e s  another torpedo, 
CNFRM/WHI TE&TORP 3 
C O N F I W T I O N  OF T O P 3  
WEAPON M I S S E D  OPPONENT 
but misses again. 
001 R I L L S  . . . .  . . . .  . . 
Figure 6 -13 
The Submarine Overlayed With the Estimates 
WAO12, WA013, ~ ~ 0 1 4  Made by DD 
ELIsA/~ .~HITE/=~~~ 3$1, =215246, =2152$1: =215146, =211116,=2151 
$1, =215$31, =215$16, =214946 
3SI?JGE $2 .$2 BEARING 297 TIME 2153$1 
COURSE b64 SPEED $5 
EST0 3ECO;iD ~ ~ d l 4  UAS C F X A E D  
BEAX.:G OF CALCULATED I:ITERCEPTION PosImorJ IS 218.9 
TOWEDO CATUJOT BE FI,FZD AT Z5TS BEARING. 
TO C A L W T E D  I, TZRCEPT PCSTFOiT- 
:Al,iCE= 2.649, BEAIIITJG= 1 . 9  A T  TIME= 215T39 
TO OPPOIENT' S POSITIOIi- 
%,41IGE= 2.39@, B M I r T G =  1.07b 
E S T A C / ~ = ~  
MNGE b2.52 BEARING 355 TIME 21 5746 
CoURSE 355 SPEED f54 
3STO 92COKD 1!~,@15 \,'AS C?ZATED 
mTT OF TOPPED0 3AIJGE-ATTEMPTIIJG ASROC FIRING 
OUT 3F FATJGE FOR BOTH WEAPOTIS 
TO CALCULATED ITTmRCEPT POSITIOPJ- 
RA::TE= 2.737, BEA:?IT:G= 357.2, A T  TIN+ 215822 
TO OPPOrd31TT1S POSITION- 
FA!\TGE= 2.619, BEARING= 357.1 
DD attempts more firings but is either at 
the wrong bearing or range. 
Figure 6- 14 
The Firing of TORP3 and tne E s t i m a t e  WA013 Upon Tdhich 
I t s  Course Was B a s e d  
DD : 
S O l W  
READINGS 
DISPLAY 
OPHIS COMPLEmD 
Figure 6-15 
A c t i v e  Sonar Readings 
E S T C ~ C / ~ ~  
RAUGE d 3  .#7 BEARING 347 TIM3 ~ ~ $ 2 1 6  
COURSE 271 SPEED 12 
EST0 RECORD ~ ~ @ 1 6  WAS CREATED 
CUT OF TORPEDO RANGE-AT!ENPTING ASROC FIRING 
ANTISUE ROCKET 2 HAS BEEN FIFiED AT TIBE= 22$3/63, ON CWRSE= 339 
C A L m T E D  TO INTBRCEPT OPPOilENT AT TIME= 22@5@7 
AT LAT'I!IUDE= 25.32 DEG. N LONGITUDE= 29.93 DEG. W 
WEAP RECORD WHI!2B 'AND' ASRC2 HAS BEEN GENERATED 
FIRING BASED ON ESTO RECORD wAb16 
I N T E R / w A $ ~ ~ / = ~ ~  
IF YaCT TRAVEL AT +db2d. KNOTS, 
IN~RCEPTION I N  +bd15. MlNUTES AT 221843 C R S E = - ~ & + ~ .  
CNFRM/WHI ?~ESGASRC~ 
CONFIRPIZA73ON OF ASRC2 
WFAPON MISSED OPPONENT 
DD f i r e s  another ASROC but misses a s  t h e  
submarine slows down from 15 t o  5 knots. 
Figure 6-16 
Firing of ASRC2 Based on the Estimate ~ ~ 0 1 6  
6.4 Results of Game 
The game was stopped at 22:lO without either player being 
successful in attaining his goal of sinking the enemy ship. Tne 
sailing histories of both ships for the entire game is shown below: 
Figure 6-17 
Both Ships for the Interval 20:30 to 21:35 
Figure 6-18 
Both Ships for t h e  Interval 21:15 to 22:lO 
APPENDIX A 
FOUR BEARING SOLUTION OF PASSIVE SONAR 
A detailed derivation of the solution used by the passive sonar 
analyzer ESTPS is presented in the following appendix. 
The assumptions used are: 
1. The opponent is maintaining constant speed during the time period. 
2. The opponent is maintaining a constant course during the interval. 
3 .  The ship making the estimate has made a maneuver during the period. 
The problem is to find the range to the opponent and his speed and 
course given only the position of the sensor ship and bearing to the opponent 
at four discrete times, which are referred to as t O, tl, tp, t 3. 
The solution given here is based on maneuvering board techniques; 
knowledge of the maneuvering board is not needed for understanding the method 
of solutLon as all necessary details are supplied. It is useful to know 
however that all calculations are relative to the position, course and 
speed of the sensor ship rather than on an absolute basis. 
The major steps in the solution are the following: 
I. Solution of own ship's course, speed and position on the maneuvering board. 
11. Solution of triangles formed by the intersection of extended bearings 
and own ship's position vectors. 
111. Evaluation of opponent's relative course. 
IV. Evaluation of the range at t knowing his relative course. 
3 
V. Evaluation of opponent's relative speed knowing his relative course and 
range at t 
3 ' 
VI. Calculation of opponent's absolute course and speed. 
P a r t  I: Solution of own s h i p ' s  course, speed and p o s i t i o n  on t h e  maneuver- 
ing  board. See Figure A l .  
a )  Calculate own s h i p ' s  speed and course using pos i t ions  a t  t and t 
3 
2 3 
average (middle) l a t i t u d e  = Z l a t ( t i )  average l a t i t u d e  of own ship  '4 
i = O  
cos la t  = cos (average l a t i t u d e )  cosine middle l a t i t u d e  
d is tance  t r ave led  i n  N-S 
d i r e c t i o n  between t2 and t 
3 
dlong = ( long(% ) - long( t2 ) )  * c o s l a t  
3 
dis tance  t r ave led  i n  E-W 
d i r e c t i o n  between t and t 
2 3 
courso = arc tan  (dlong/dlat)  
2 
d l a t  + dlong 2  ' 
speedo = 
t3  - t2 
own s h i p ' s  course 
own s h i p ' s  speed i n  degrees 
per  minute 
b) projec ted  pos i t ion  a t  times t and t 0 1 
t - t  
dlong i 
l o n g t ( t i )  = l o n g ( t )  - - * 
3 
i = 0 , l  
c o s l a t  t j -  t2 
c) d i f ference  between projec ted  pos i t ion  and t r u e  p o s i t i o n  a t  t and tl 0 
dlong , 3 e long( t i )  = - long(% ) + at
3 
- t i ] + +  c o s l a t  i = o  
t3 - t2 1 
d) convert t o  r a d i a l  coordinates 
magnitude 
angle 
pi = arc tan  [ e l ~ n g ( t ~ - ~ )  / e l a t ( t i - l ) ]  i = l  9 2  
Own Ship ' s  
Path 
/ 
/ \ Ektrapolated path 
based on t rue  posi t ions  
a t  t2 and t 
3 
Ci: Distance between the  t r u e  pos i t ion  
at  t and t and pos i t ion  extrapolated 
0 1 
from the  posi t ions  at t2, t 
3' 
Pi: Angle from extrapolated t o  t r u e  pos i t ion .  
Figure A-1 
Evaluation of pi and Ci From Own 
Ship ' s  Posi t ion 
part 11. Solution of triangles formed by intersecting extended bearings and 
owfi ship's position vector derived in Part I. See Figilre A2. 
a) evaluation of interior angles 
a. = O  - 
1 3  i-1 
0 i = p i - 7 7 - 6 3  
3 
since the sum of angles in a triangle is TI 
b) evaluation of Bi using law of sines 
B. 
'i 
C .  sin (63i-l - pi) 
1 - 1  or B. = i = 1 , 2  
sin bi sin Q! I sin (ai) i 
/ / 
Figure A-2 
Evaluation of pi From 9 pi and 
Part 111. Evaluation of fiR, the opponent's relative course. See Figure A3. 
a) solve for interior angles of triangles formed by intersecting extended 
bearings. 
yi = rr + e3 - @R - ai i = l ,  3 
b) VRJ the opponent's relative velocity, is constant; we can therefore write 
A~ = vR(t3 - tiql 1 i = 1 ,  3 
c )  using the law of sines to solve for Ai in terms of a. and y 1 i 
we get 
I - I 
( A l l  sin 4  sin ... -3. 
making the substitutions indicat.ed in a and b we get 
sin a 
i 
sin (& + ai - @3) 
if sin ai # 0 then 
- (R + B ~ )  sin ai 
( ~ 2 )  v~ - 1 = 1  
(t3 - ti-l) sin ($ + ai - @ J 3 R 3) 
d) Setting the equations for VR for i = 1, 2 both equal to V for i = 3 we R 
get 
(R + B ~ )  sin q -  
(t - t sin (fl + g - Q 
sin 5 
R 3)  (t3 - te) sin ($ + a3 - Q3) 3 1-11 
i = l , 2  
grouping terms containing R and using cross multiplication to clear 
the denaminators we get 
 sin ai (t - t2) sin (PR + a - €13) - sin a3 (t3 - ti-l) sin 
( ~ 3 )  3 3 
(6, + ai - a3) 1 = - Bi sin ai (t 3 - t2) sin (BR + 9 - g3) i = 1, 2 
- 118 - 
solving both equations f o r  R we ge t  
B. s i n  a. (t - t2) s i n  (flR + a3 - Q3) I 1 
R = 1 3  s in (  v4- 63,) I (~4) s i n  a 3( t - t i  s i n  (@R + ai - Q ) - s i n  ai(t -t 3  3 2 )  i I 
elimination of range y ie lds  a f t e r  cross mul t ip l icat ion 
I 
B j t  -t ) s i n  al s i n  (flR + + + + ) [(t  - t ) s in  9 s i n  ($* + % - Q ~ )  - I 
1 3 2  3  3 3 1 I 
( t 3  
- t,) s i n  % s in  (flR + a3 - g3) 1 1 
I 
= B~ (t3 - t2) s i n  % s i n  (G + + GI ) [(t3 - to) s i n  a s in  (& + 4 - Q ~ )  - I 9 3  3  I 
I 
(t, - t2) s i n  s i n  (fiR + aj- ~ 3 ~ )  1 5 I 
I 
dividing both s ides  by s i n  ( #  + a + Q ) (t - t2) we ge t  
R 3 3 3  
B s i n  g[(t ,-tl)  s i n a  s i n ( $  + % -  
3 R 
- t ) s i n  % s i n  e3) - (t3 2 
( b R +  5 - ")I = '1_ 
- t ) s i n  5 s i n  (yjR + 4 - Q,) - ~ ~ s i n ~ $ C ( t ~  , (ts - tg) s i n  4 s i n  
(fl, + a 3  - ~ ~ 1 1  
there  i s  only one unknown i n  t h i s  equation: 
flR 
regrouping s imilar  terms we ge t  
( B ~  - B ~ )  s i n  a1 s i n  % (t, - t 2 )  s i n  (flR + t - g3) - B, s i n  4 s i n  a 3 
- t ) s i n  (fi3 - C3 + 9) + Bp s i n  % s i n  a3 (t3 - to) sin  ( t3  1 3 
( f l R + 4 -  Q )  = o  3 
making t he  subs t i tu t ion  5 = j6 - Q t he  equation becomes 
R 3  
( B ~  - B2) s i n  4 s i n  % (t3 - t2) s i n  ( 5  + ?) - Bl s i n  %sin a 
3  
(tg - tl) s i n  ( 5  + %) + Bg s i n  OL;, s i n  3 (t - to) s i n  3  3 
( 5 + % )  = o  
using t h e  i den t i t y  s i n  (A + B) = s i n  A cos B + cos A s i n  B,we ge t  
[(B~ - B ~ )  sin a sin % (t - t2) cos 9 + Be sin 5 sin CY 1 - 3 3 
(t, - to) cos q - B sin 5 sin (t - tl) cos 
1 OS 3 g] sin 5 = 
- [(B~ - Be) sin 4 sin 9 (t3 - t ) sin a3 + B2 sin 4 sin a 2 3 
- t ) sin q - B1 sin 5 (t3 0 (t - tl) sin cos 5 sin? 
if (sin ori) i = 1, 3 are not zero then we can divide by ( sin a sin c$ sin a3) 1 
and get 
[(B1 - B ~ )  (t3 - t2) cot 01 + B2 (t - to) cot - B (t - tl) cot .3 3 5 1 3  
sin 5 = - cos 5 [(B~ - B*) (t3 - t2) + B~ (t3 - to) - B~ (t3 - tl)] 
solving for tan 5 we get 
tan 5 = - C(B~ - B ~ )  (t3 - t2) + B, (t3 - to) - B~ (t3 - tl)I 
(B1 - B ~ )  (t3 - te) cot 4 -I- Be (t - t ) cot 3 0 
the solution for@ is therefore 
R 
'/(B~ - B1) (t3 - t2) - Be (t3 - to) + Bl (t3 - tl) 
( ~ 5 )  6, = atan 4 , (B1 - B2) (t3 - t2) cot 01 + B t -t 
3 2( 3 0) 
B t -t ) cot% 
L "I- 1( 3 1 i 
This solution is valid if certain conditions are met. 
1- B and B2 are not both zero. 1 
This is equivalent to the assumption that the sensor ship must be 
maneuvering. 
2. none of the ai can be zero. - 
This is equivalent to requiring that the bearings at times 
to, tl and tg not equal the bearing at t This restriction 3' 
also eliminates the possibility that V = 0, since V = 0 means R R 
the bearing is constant. 
For further considerations of these conditions see Part VII of this 
appendix (page ~12). 
Figure A-3 
Evaluatiori of Range t o  Opponent and His 
Relative Course and Speed Assuming Constant 
Course and Speed f o r  Opponent 
Par t  I V .  Evaluation of Range a t  t knowing 6 
3 R 
Now t h a t  @ i s  known, R can be determined d i r ec t ly  fram equations (A)+) 
R 
on page A7. 
B. s i n  a i ( t  t ) sin($ + a 
(~4) 
1 
R = 3- 2 s i n  ~ 3 ( t ~ - t ~ - ~ )  s in  ($ 
3 - @3) 
R 
+ g - 0 ) - s i n  q ( t , - t 2 ) s i n  #R + a 
3 -I 3 - @3) 
i = l  9 2  
To avoid problems with a B.  which i s  near zero, a combination of 
1 
these two equations i s  used. 
 sin^ +  sin%] s in  ($ +a+-o?) ( t?- t2)  
- - - s K = 
R+y-03) + ( t  -t ) s i n  (a  
3 1 R+%-03) 1 - 
B s in  % + B2 s i n  9 
- 1 
X = 
sina3 (t -t )sin($--0,) -I- (t  -t ) s i n  ($R+%-~s) 3 0 3 1 - s i n  CL - s in  a, 
(t -t ) s i n  ($ +a -0 ) 
3 2 R 3 3 
Since both B and Bg cannot be zero, then t h i s  equation i s  always 
1 
va l id  even i f  one Bi i s  zero. 
Par t  V. Evaluation of Relative Speed, Knowing @ and R 
R 
Examination of equation ( ~ 2 )  on page ~6 shows an easy way t o  get  V R ' 
( R  + B ~ )  s i n  q 
( ~ 2 )  V R = i = 1,3 
(t3-ti-1) s in  If iR+q-83) 
f o r  i = 3 we get 
R s i n  4 
v = 
R ( t  -t ) s in  (plR+a 0 ) 
3 2 3- 3 
This i s  well behaved so it can be used d i r ec t ly  a s  soon as  and R R 
have been evaluated. 
Part VI. Opponent's True Course and Speed 
The opponent's estimated true course and speed can now be computed 
using simple vector addition. 
Since the own ship'svelocityisknown(~ at course fl ) and OWN OWN 
V and 6 have just been computed, then VTWE 
R R and $RUE 
are calculated as 
follows : 
sin + VR sin $dR 
@TRUE 
= atan I 
2 
I 
2 - 
'TRUE = [(vOWN sin @ + v sin @R) + (VOm cos IdOWN + VR cos flB) 1' OWN R 
This completes the analysis of the opponent's estimated course and 
speed for normal circumstances. Some consideration +'allows of areas where 
assumptions were necessary for easy calculation. 
Par t  VII. Special  Cases 
It  was noted t ha t  both Bi cannot be zero. An examination of the  
r e s u l t s  of one Bi zero and the  other non-zero shows t h a t  it i s  not necessary 
t o  use t h i s  a s  a spec ia l  case. 
Equation ( ~ 3 )  on page A 6  i s  
( ~ 3 )  ~ L s i n  ~ ( ' 3 - t ~ )  s i n  ($ + a3 - 03) - s i n  a 3 (t3-ti-l) s i n  (fiR + ti - e3) ] 
=-B. s i n  t - t )  s i n  ( f l R + a 3 -  0 )  f o r  i =1, 2 
1 % ( 3 2  3 
If B.  = 0 then t h i s  becomes considerably simplif ied.  If range i s  
1 
assumed non-zero then we ge t  t h e  equation: 
(t -ti-l) s i n  (j6 + 9 - e ) = 0 ( ~ 6 )  s i n  %(t3-t2) s i n  ($ + a3 - a3) - s i n  5 R 3 
The only unknown i n  equation ( ~ 6 )  i s  $. It can be reduced by using 
the  same t r i g  i den t i t y  a s  before sin(A + B) = s i n  A cos B + cos A s i n  q a n d  by C 
l e t t i n g  5 = fl - Q This y i e ld s  
R 3' 
[s in  a3 cos q(t3-ti-l) - s i n  cxi cos 9(t3-t2)] s i n  5 = 
- cos 5 [ s i n  a s i n  g(t3-ti-l) - s i n  (xi s i n  a (t -t ) ]  
3 3 3 2  
Assuming sj.n a! s i n  ai i s  non-zero a s  previously done, and dividing 
3 
we ge t  
[cot ai(t -ti-l) - cot (t -t )I s i n  5 = -cos 5 [(t -ti-,) - (t3-t2)] 
3 5 3 2  3 
o r  
(t3-tim1) - (t3-t2) 
tan  F = - 
a 
cot ai(t3-ti-l) - cot a t t ) 3( 3- 2 
- - 
(t3-ti-,) - (t -t ) 
j6, = atan 3 2 
cot  %(t3-ti-1 ) - cot  a (t -t ) 
3 3 2  
I + @ 3  
This i s  exact ly  the. equation t h a t  r e s u l t s  from s e t t i n g  a Bi t o  zero 
i n  t he  f u l l  equation ( ~ 5 )  (on page ~ 8 )  and then cancell ing t h e  other  Bi. Thus 
one non-zero B i s  su f f ic ien t  t o  allow solut ion f o r  fl using ( ~ 5 )  . 
i R 
APPENDIX B 
When a player i s  ready t o  f i r e  a  weapon, he knows h i s  own position, 
the  charac ter i s t ics  of the weapon he i s  f i r ing ,  and has an estimate of 
the  present posit ion, course and speed of h i s  opponent. Given t h i s  informa- 
t ion,  he needs t o  how i f  an interception i s  possible and i f  so, the  course 
the  weapon should be f i r e d  on f o r  the  e a r l i e s t  possible interception. me 
player wodd a l s o  l i k e  t o  know the  posi t ion and time a t  which the weapon 
w i l l  in tercept  the enemy ship. 
m e r e  a r e  two basic types of weapons with which we a r e  dealing. 
The f i r s t  type (e.g. ASROC) t r ave l s  through two nedia a t  two d i s t i n c t  
ve loc i t ies .  They a re  characterized by the f a c t  t h a t  they always t r a v e l  a  
fixed distance (e.g. 1500 yards)  a t  the  second velocity.  For example, 
i f  the  intercept ion posi t ion i s  ca lmla ted  t o  be 5 miles away from you, then 
the  ASROC would be In  the  a i r  5or (5  miles-1500 yards) and would t r a v e l  the 
l a s t  1500 yerds i n  the  water. 
m e  other type of weapon (e.g. torpedos and hedgehogs) can be con- 
sidered t o  be a specif ic  case of the f i r s t .  !&is i s  a  weapon which t rave ls  
only through one medim axd a t  a  f ixed speed. 9-1is assumes t h a t  the  f ixed 
distance t rave l led  i n  the second medium i s  zero. 
Assume tht  your present posi t ion i s  (x ), the e s t i m t e d  posi t ion 
1 9 %  
of your opponent i s  (x g,yg) and the interception posi t ion w i l l  be ( x ~ , Y ~ ) .  
Terminology 
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The following terminology is introduced here and will be used 
throughout the following derivations (see Fig. .l). 
middle latitude = (y1+y2)/2 
2 2 3- 
distanced = d =((departure) + ( n y )  ) 
departure = dongitude ( cos (middle latitude) ) 
-1 $ = tan (departure/~latbtude) 
To compute the time and position of interception, the diagram of 
Fig. 2 is needed. The component sides of the triangle are 1) %lie distance 
between the two ships at the time the weapon is fired, 2) the distance 
travelled by the enemy ship to the interception point and 3) the distance 
travelled by the enemy ship to the interception point. 
Consider the multispeed type of weapon. Define the following terms: 
v - first velocity of interceptor (weapon) i ' 
dl: fixed distance traversed by weapon in second medium 
tl: 
time needed for weapon to traverse first medium 
t2: 
elapsed time between firing and interception 
At: time taken to traverse second medium (tp-tl) 
vt: velocity of target ship 
d: distance between both ships at time of firing 
&,p~,@: as defined in Fig. 1 
a : course of target ship 
8 : interior angle of triangle = 6 -a 
p: course that weapon is fired on 
Path o f  weapon 
( X2.Ya) 
Opponent ' s pos i t ion  
Figure B-2 
In tercept ion with a Multi-Speed Weapon 
From these def ini t ions  we can represent s ide 1 of the  t r i ang le  
by " dl1; side 2 by 11vtt2" or  I1vt( t l+~t)  'I; and s ide 3 by I1vitl+d " 1 '  
I f  we examine the t r iangle  we see t h a t  every quanti ty i s  known 
except for  t Therefore, i f  we solve f o r  t t h i s  w i l l  give the distance 
1 ' 1 '
t rave l led  by the weapon and the t a rge t  and w i l l  provide a means f o r  computing 
the interception point and the weapon course. 
Applying the law of cosines t o  the  t r iangle :  
2 2 
(vitl+dl) = (vt(tl+At)) + d2 - 2dvt(t1+At) cos G 
expanding : 
2 2 2 2 v t  + 2 v t d  + d l  = v 2 t 2  2t pt  + vt n t  + d2-2dv,tlcos~ - Pdvt&cos €I 
i 1 i l l  t 1  + 2vt 1 
group by powers of t 1 : 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2  t, (vi -vt2) + tl(2v. d -2vt nt+2dvt cos 8) + (dl -vt b t  -d +2dvtat cos G )  = 0 
11 
solve f o r  t using quadratic formula: 
1 ,  
d 
-2(v.d -vt nt+dvt cos Q ) t, = 1 1  
t- = (vi4-vtnt+dvt cos 8) 
I 
and since t +At = t2 w e  have computed the t o t a l  elapsed time between the  
1 
time of f i r i n g  and the  time of interception. 
I n  the case of the s ingle  speed weapon, we have ~t = dl = 0 
and if we l e t  t = t = t, we can see from Fig. 3 t h a t  the  law 1 2  
Figure a- 3 
Interception with a Single Speed Weapon 
of cosines s i a p l l f l e s  to :  
2 2 
(vit) = (v t t )  + d2 - 2dvtt cos 9 
therefore: 
-2vt;d cos Q 
2 
2 2  2 2 2 
\ l$vt d cos n O + n 4d (vi -v:) 
2 2 
If we subs t i tu te  (1-sin 0) f o r  cos O and divide the  2d out of the  
rad ica l  we g e t  a simplified equation f o r  t: 
%TO problens may z r i s e  tfnich prevent the  solution from being solved 
f o r  t (or  t )  i n  t h i s  f o m :  
1 
1) Discriminant < 0 
Conceptually, the  only way we w i l l  not be able t o  solve f o r  an in ter -  
ception time i s  i f  the t a rge t  i s  moving a t  a speed and an angle such tha t  
the  interceptor can never catch up. 
'If the  first case, the_discri&nant l e s s  than zero means: 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
( v i P - v ~ p L ~ d v ~ c o s  8) < (vt -v i )(4 -vt pt -d +2dvtnt cos 0) 
To visual ize what t h i s  means take the  case of the torpedo. We 
have already solved t h i s  equation and know t h a t  the discriminant i s  
2 2  2 
(v, -vt s i n  Q). 
Then if the  discriminant i s  l e s s  than zero: 
v < vt s i n  8 
i 
Therefore there w i l l  be no solution i f  the t a rge t  i s  moving away f a s t e r  
thm the weapon can catch up. I2 t h i s  i s  the case then the  player i s  notif ied 
t h a t  "Xo h i t  i s  possible". 
2) vi = vt 
2 
If v. = v then t h e  denoninator, (vi - v t )  , i s  zero and the 
1 t 
frac t ion  blows up. A s  an example, consider the case of the  torpedo, when 
vi = Vt* 
Ve have an isosoles t r iangle;  
(vi = vt = v) 
d (xl,yl) 
Figure B-4 Velocity of Weapon i s  the Same as  tha t  of Target Ship 
From Fig. 4 we see t h a t  cos 9 = (d/2)/(vt). Therefore t=d/(2vcos 01, 
and we have a s iupl i f ied  solution. 
After we have solved for-the time that it will take for the weapon 
to reach the calculated icterception point we still need to know the - 
course on which to fire the weapon and we ~.rould like to byow when the 
interception will take place. To determine the position consider the 
following triangle; where a is the course of the target ship. 
b 
v Figure B-5 Determining Coordinates Point Interception 
Fro2 Fig. 5 we see that cos(a) = a/(vt%). Therefore v t tcos(c~) = a = h;i = 
&Latitude which means that y = y2+u. To find t'ne 1ong;tude we need the 3 
middle latitude where I4idcKLe latitude = (latitude of target ship + &Latitude)/2 
Also, frorn Fig. 5 we have: 
sin(*) = b/(vtt). Tcerefore vttsin(~) = b = Departure 
and blongitude = departure/cos(mld. lat.) = v t tsin(~)/(cos(mid.lat.) = 
which ueans that x = x +ax. 
3 2 
Once we know the latitude and longitude of iderception determining 
the ueapon course rep-ires only ckavi?g a straight line between (xl,yl) and 
(x3,y3) 
A L A T I  ?UDE 
Figure B-6 
Determining Interception 
Course 
From Fig. 6 we can see tha t  the course $, t h a t  the weapon w i l l  be 
f i r e d  on is:  
p = tan -1 DEPARTURE 
&LATITUDE 
where Ga t i tude  = y -y 
3 1 
+Y ) and the departure i s  (x3-x1) cos !'3 1 
2 
APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF GAME FCTNCTIONS 
This appendix contains information concerning the use of all 
player or referee functions as they currently exist. Additional examples 
can be found in Chapter 6 which contains a sample game. 
The following table gives general information which applies to the 
n~~.merical parameters of all programs except as noted for a particular function. 
- 
parameter Type I Units 
I I 
I time 
I 
4 digits: left 2 specify hour (00-23) ; 
right 2 digits specify minute (00-59) 
j duration 1 i minutes 
! 
I 
I 
i 
speed i knots 
i 
course I degrees (0- 359) 
i 
depth 
1 
feet 
# 
The presence of parenthesis around a parameter indicate that a 
substitution is to be made. Normally it can be either a number or one 
of a group of words. 
IDEN'TIFICATION: INTCL: INiTialize - mock - A re fe ree  funct ion 
PURPOSE: Full and exclusive control  of t he  game clock 
RESTRICTION: Must be executed before any other  funct ion a t  t he  s t a r t  
of t he  game. Use i s  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  t he  referee .  
USAGE & ACTIONS FORMAT 
1 INTCL 
INTCL/START 
2 I~VTCL/ (time) 
3 I~\s~cL// ( scale)  
INTCL/START/( sca le)  
4 1 N T ~ ~ / ( t i m e )  / ( sca le )  
5 INT CL/STOP 
No previous INTCL 
Present  
time 
r e a l  time 
speci f ied  
time 
r e a l  time 
speci f ied  
time 
--- 
Was a Previous INTCL 
Scale 
1 
1 
specif ied  
scale  
speci f ied  
sca le  
--- 
Present  
time 
a s  calcu- 
l a t e d  from 
previous 
INTCL 
specif ied  
times 
a s  calcu- 
l a t e d  from 
previous 
INTCL 
spec i f i ed  
time 
a s  ealcu- 
l a t e d  from 
previous 
INTCL 
Scale 
I 
unchanged 
unchanged 
a s  speci- 
f i e d  
speci f ied  
sca le  
unchanged 
IDENTIFICATION: INTLZ, INiTiaLiZe the game - A referee function - -  - -  
PURPOSE: Y 3  create the player's OWN records 
USAGE: IIIT'LZ 
3ESTFITCTI3N: This must be executed before each game. Execution 
m.d.st precede any use of START. 
IDENTIFICATION: START, Set I n i t i a l  posit ion a t  START of game - A 
referee function 
PURPOSE: Set i n i t i a l  posit ion of a ship 
USAGE: STAR~/(player 's ident i f icat ion)  / ( i n i t i a l  la t i tude)  / ( i n i t i a l  longitude) 
Both the i n i t i a l  l a t i t ude  and longitude are  specified i n  degrees. 
E l a t i t ude  and N longitude are positive; W l a t i t ude  and S longitude 
are  negative. 
RESTRICTION: Must be executed f o r  each player a t  the s t a r t  of each game. 
SAMPLE : ST;FIRT/RED&OWN/=- 3~.02/=-40 
Set the i n i t i a l  posit ion of FED t o  30.02'5, 4 0 ' ~  
IDENTIFICATION: SETSP, - -  SET Sailing Plan, A player function - 
WWOSE: Control of the maneuvers of a player's ship 
USAGE: A. for surface vessels 
1. SETSP/(~U~U~~ time specification) / (speedl) / (coursel) / 
(durationl) / ( speed2) / (coursep) / (duration2) / . . . / 
(speedn)/(course ) 
n 
2. SETSP/ (speedl) /(coursel) / . . . 
B. for submarines 
1. SETSP/(~U%U~~ time specification) /(speedl) /(course ) /  
1 
(depthl) /(aurati onl) /. . ./ ( speedn) /( course )/(depth } 
n n 
2. SETSF/( speedl) /( coursel) /(depth ) / . . . 1 
There are two basic ways of specifying a future time of execution. 
i :~ both cases the first word is TIME. If a particular time is chosen then 
follow TIPIE with the specified time (e. g. ~1ME/1215) . If the second parameter 
is PLUS tnen the time is the present value plus %he number of minutes 
specified in the third parameter (e .g. TIME/PLUS/~) . If no time specification 
is giverl, the present time is used. 
A speed specification can be either a number or any of the following 
words: SLOW (about 1/3 full) , STANDARD (about 2/3 fiull) , FUZL, FLANK 
(about 10% above full) and SAME. If STOP is specified then the speed is 
set to 0 and the course and depth set to present value; STOP is followed 
by a duration since it is a full specification in itself. 
Courses can be given either as an absolute course (a number between 
0 and 360), by the word SAME, or as a relative course. Rela,tive courses 
are gi.ven by a direction word (RIGXT or LEFT) followed by the amount of the 
turn (between 0 and 180). 
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SETSP continued: 
Depths are  given e i ther  as  a depth i n  fee t ,  the words SAME or 
SURFACE or  as  a re la t ive  depth change. Relative depths a re  given as  
UP or DOWN followed by the change i n  fee t .  
If a speed, course or depth i s  skipped by typing a / instead of one of 
the above then the word SAME i s  substituted. 
A l l  durations are  i n  minutes. 
SAMPLES: For a submarine 
a t  1215 begin a 70' r ight  turn a t  slow speed and 100 fee t  
begin a turn t o  300' a t  f u l l  speed and go up 100 f e e t  
For a surface vessel 
i n  5 minutes begin a l e f t  tu rn  of 50' a t  f u l l  speed. 
Four minutes l a t e r  make a 60' r ight  turn a t  standard speed. 
IDEI \EIFICATION:  USESN, USE SeNsor - A player function - - -  
P'LTFW3SE : Co~itr.01 of t'ne simulated sonar sensors 
GShGZ: 1) U S E S ? T / ( F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ' s color)& cfigk} /COWN/ (time i n t e r v a l )  
7~.sed t o  s t a r t  taking continuous sonar readings 
used t o  s top taking c o n t i n ~ o u s  sonar readings 
3) USESN/ (p layer  ' s color)  & ~~~~~) /(number of readings)/ (time 
i n t e r v a l )  
used t o  take  a speci f ied  number of readings 
'The time i n t e r v a l  i n  minutes i s  optional;  i f  unspecif ied then .25 
miriutes i s assumed. 
The ac t ive  an6 passive sonars a r e  completely independent. A s ingle  
clSESiJ c a r  control  e i t h e r  one but not  both. 
S t a r t  making coritinuous passive sonar reading f o r  player RED 
(assumed separat ion .25 minutes).  
IDENTIFICATION: LAYER, Set LAYER depth - A referee function 
PURPOSE: The referee may set a layer depth. If this function 
is not used, it is assumed that there is no thermal layer. 
USAGE: LAy~~/nurnber of feet 
LAYER/NO~TE 
The parameter NONE eliminates the thermal layer. 
IDENTIFICATION: ESTPS, ESTimate Passive Sonar - - - 
PURPOSE: Estimate position, course and speed of opponent's vessel using 
available passive sonar readings. 
USAGE: ESTPS/ (time of la st reading)/(~s~O record name) 
Both parameters are optional. 
An ESTO record is created only when reliability is satisfactory. 
XESTRZCTIONS: Player should be signed in as either RED or WHITE. 
Farameter Number 
1 
2 
Meaning Assumed 
if missing 
present time 
generate name 
internally 
Parameter Type 
time of last 
reading 
EST0 Record 
name 
1 
Notes 
format 
[hr hr min min] 
I 
IDENTIFICATION: ESTAC, - ESTimate Active - sonar, A p layer  funct ion 
PURPOSE: Estimate posi t ion,  course and speed of opponent's vesse l  using 
avai lable  a c t i ve  sonar readings. 
USAGE: ESTAC/ (number of readings) /(time of l a s t  reading) /(ESTO record name) 
A l l  parameters a r e  optional .  
An ESTO record i s  created whenever 2 o r  more readings a r e  avai lable .  
RESTRICTION: Player should be signed i n  a s  e i t h e r  RED o r  WHITE. 
Specif ica t ion Notes 
l 5 n 1 1 2  
format ( h r  hr  min min) 
Assumed Value 
4 
present  time 
generate 
automatical- 
l y  
- 
Parameter Number 
1 
2 
3 
Parameter Type 
Number of read- 
ings 
Time of l a s t  
reading 
EST0 record 
name 
IDETJTIFICATION: ASCOM, Active - Sonar COMpare - A player function - - 
PURFOSE: Compare active sonar readings with an estimate to determine 
when a new estimate is needed. 
USAGE: ASCOM/ (estimate des~ri~tion)/(~arameter 1) /. . ./(parameter n) 
The estimate descriptions are one of 
1. Estimate Name 
2a. LASW Last Active estimate 
b. USTP Last Passive estimate 
c. L4ST Last estimate 
32. CONTINE Continue with the estimate used on the previous call. 
If the ESTO described is the same as the name of the last EST3 examined 
by ASCOV, then CONTITWE is substituted, providing no ESTO description 
is equivalent to CONTIWE. If a CONTINUE is attempted when the estimate 
already failed then the description LASTA is tried to see if a newer 
estimate has been created. 
The parameter list consists of two distinct parameter classes: 
1. A single word non-positional parameter which can appear 
anywhere in the parameter list. 
2. Parameters which can be set to a value by single words in 
sequence. If any of the sequence are to be skipped then the 
description of the next parameter to be set is inserted and 
the sequence jumps to the specified parameter. The first null 
parameter stops the processing of the list. 
Parameter Description 
CLASS I 
1. DESCRIBE Print a description of the parameters and 
their current values 
Print the current values of the parameters 
ASCOM continued: 
3a. MAX 
b . NORMAL 
c. FULL 
d. M I N  
e .  EDIT 
f .  NOEDIT 
4. SET 
Maximum output l e v e l  
Normal p r i n t  output l e v e l  
S l i gh t l y  edi ted  output 
Minimum output l e v e l  
Reduce t he  p r i n t i ng  one l e v e l  
Increase p r i n t i ng  one l e v e l  
Make t he  parameters f o r  t h i s  rmn t h e  new assumed 
parameters f o r  t h i s  user .  
CLASS I1 
The following parameters can be s e t  by supplying a number a t  t he  
proper point  i n  t he  sequence. OFF and ON a r e  a l s o  va l i d  and have t he  
obviaus e f f e c t .  A l l  parameters i n  t h i s  l i s t  a r e  saved when SET i s  typed. 
Keyword Parameter Description 
1 M See 3, 4, 5 below 
2 N I I 1 1  
3 D Reject EST0 when M out of last  N poin t s  exceed D 
Reject when M/N points  exceed D l  (component of 
D p a r a l l e l  t o  est imate - SPEED sens i t ive )  i n  
t h e  same d i rec t ion  
5 D2 Reject when M/N points  exceed D 2  (component of 
D perpendicular t o  est imate - COURSE sens i t ive )  
i n  t h e  same d i rec t ion  
AVGD 
RMSD 
sum1 
SUMD2 
Reject when t h e  average D exceeds t h i s  value 
Reject when t he  F@E average D exceeds t h i s  value 
Reject when t he  signed sum of D l  exceeds t h i s  value 
Reject when t he  signed sm of D2 exceeds t h i s  value 
ASCOM continued: 
Keyword Parameter Description 
10 AGE Modifier of LASTA, LAST, LASTP: maximum age of 
estimate 
11 RELIB Modifier of LASTA, UST, LASTP: minimum reliability 
of estimate 
12 ASSEL Time span to be used for automatic ASSEL execution 
13 ESTAC Time span of readings used for automatic ESTAC 
execution 
SAMPLES : 
This is the statement which is assumed before any parameters are typed. 
1. ASC~M/LASTA/~/~/. 1/.15/. lo/. ~ ~ / o F F / o F F / o F F / ~ F F / ~ F F / ~ F F / ~ .  5 
This statement sets the values for M, N, Dl, D2, AVGD, RMSD, 
SUMD1, SUMD2, AGE, RELIB, ASSEL and ESTAC respectively. 
2. ASCOM/MM/AVGD/.O~ 
Set print level to max. 
Change AVGD from .05 to .06. 
nese changes are effective for one run only. 
3. ASCOM/NORMAL/RMSD/. O~~/SET 
Set print level to NORMAL 
Set RMSD to .055 and turn it on. 
These changes are effective until changed again. 
4. ASCOM 
Continue wlth the estimate used in the previous call and with 
the parameters as they were last set. 
IDE~IFICATION: OPHIS, - Opponent HIStory - A player or referee function - 
PURPOSE : Display sonar readings, estimates of opponent and/or one ' s 
own sailing history. 
USAGE: 1) OPHIS/ (any number of estimates and/or OWN history) / (options to 
be used) /INCL/~ irst time/f inal time 
2) OPHIS/ ( sonar record) / (options to be used) /BKSTEP/ (time of last 
readings)/(number of readings to be displayed) 
SAMPLES: OPHIS/WHITE&OWN/ALL/INCL/=~O~O/=~~~O 
display WHITE'S true position during the interval 2050 to 2110. 
OPHIS/WHITE&OWN V WAOO~/STD/INCL/=~O 30/=2120 
display both WHITE'S true position and WHITE'S estimate of ' 
RED called WAOOl for period 2030 to 2120. 
OPHIS/WHITE&A@~IVE&SONAR/ALL/BKSTEP/=~~ 30/=20 
display 20 active sonar readings ending at 2130 as 
received by WHITE. 
IDENTIFICATION: ELISA, - Estimate LISt Active - A player function - - 
PURPOSE: Estimate position, course and speed of the opponent's vessel 
using specified active sonar readings. 
USAGE: ELISA/(~~), (t2) ? (t3) , . . . ? (tn) / (ESTO name) 
The times are specified in descending order - most recent times 
first. The times are specified in six digit format. The first two are 
hours, second two for minutes and third pair for seconds. 
This function is normally used only with the display, which 
generates the request automatically. 
The EST0 name is optional (see ESTAC). 
RESTRICTIONS: The player should be signed in as RED or WHITE. 
SAMPLE: ~~1%/=1215 31, =121546, =121601 
Make an active estimate using the three specified readings. 
IDETJTIFICATION: INTER, Find Il!tCERception Course - A player function 
PURPOSE: t o  f i nd  an interception course t o  an estimate of the  o2ponent 
a t  a specified speed. 
USAGE: INTER/ (ESTO name) /(speed of own vessel  desired) 
SAMPLE : INTER/RPOO~/=~O 
This requests an interception course with RED'S estimate of 
WHITE cal led ~ ~ 0 0 4  a t  a speed f o r  FED of 10 knots. 
IDErSrIFICATION: OPINT, Find - OPponentls INTerception course - A player function - 
PURPOSE: To enable a player to calculate what course the opponent should 
use if the opponent is trying to intercept assuming a speed of the 
opponent. 
USAGE: OPINT/ (ESTO name) / ( speed of opponent ' s vessel) 
SAMPLE: OPINT/RPOO~/=~O 
This requests that a calculation be made of the course the opponent 
should follow if its position is as given by ~ ~ 0 0 4  and if he travels at 
10 knots . 
IDENTIFICATION: RANGE, RANGE between positions - A player and referee -- 
function. 
PURPOSE: To calculate and print the range and true bearing between the 
positions of two objects at specified times. The objects can be 
vessels, estimates of vessels or weapons. 
USAGE:  RANGE/(^ irst record) /(second record) /(f irst time) /(time interval)/ 
(number of times) 
If the first time is not supplied then the program assumes the 
presefit time. If either the time interval or number of times is -unspecified 
then only one time is considered. 
SAfiJ4J?lXS : 1) RANGE/RED&OWN/RPOO~/=~~~~ /=1/=10 
This supplies the range and bearing from the estimate RP003 to the 
OWN position of RED for times from 1215 to 1224 separated by 1 minute. 
2) RANGE/RED&OWJY/RPOO~ 
This provides the present range and bearing. 
IDENTIFICATION: POS, - Position - A player or referee function 
PURPOSE: To print the position, speed, course and depth of a vessel at 
specified times. It can also be used on estimates of a ship or on 
a weapon ' s path. 
USAGE:  record description)/t 1% /t /. . ./t, 
1 2 3  
where t is a four digit number; first two for hour and second two for i 
SAMPLES: 1) ~0~/~~~&OWN/=1215/=1220/=1225 
This supplies the position, speed, course and depth of the true 
position of RED at 1215, 1220 and 1225. 
2) POS/WOO~/=~~~O 
This supplies the infornation as obtained from the EST0 record ~004. 
3) P~s/RED&T~RP~/=~~~o/=~~o~ 
This gives the data for RED'S torpedo 2. 
IDENTIFICATTON: WEAPO, fire a WEAPOn - A player function 
PURPOSE: To fire weapon. The weapons alrailabie include ASROC torpedoes 
and hedgehogs. 
ESTO item description number of weapons 
USAGE: WERPO/ ( type of weapon) / ( or bearing ' to be fired ) / 
speed between vertical angle for ASROC expressed as distance 
( weapons from your ship where it will splash down 1 / 
All parameters are optional. The value which is assumed if a 
parameter is unspecified can be obtained from the following table: 
Type of 
Ship 
~. 
Submarine 
Destroyer 
ES TO Number 
Spreads 
NA 
ASXOC Last active 2 3 miles 
.., . > .-- - - *.- ...- . 
Fire a torpedo using the last active estimate to calculate inter- 
ception position. 
Fire a spread of two asrocs with 1.5 degrees between them using 
a center bearing of 84.3 degrees. Compute the vertical angle of launch 
using assumption that asroc is to hit water 5 miles from point of firing. 
Make a new active estimate and give me all the interception information 
but don't fire the weapon. 
IDENTIFICATION: I,EPST, - -  WEaPon A STatus - A player or referee function 
PURPOSE: To inform the player of the number of weapons remaining 
USAGE: ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~ / ( l i s t  of types of weapons) 
If a list of weapon types is not supplied, then all weapons are 
individually considered. 
SAMPLES: 1) WEPST/ALL 
!This supplies a count of all remaining torpedoes if the player 
making the request is a sub and supplies a count of asrocs, torpedoes 
and hedgehogs if the DD makes the request. 
2) WEPST/TORPEDO 'AND 'ASROC 
This supplies a count of all remaining asrocs and torpedoes to 
the DD commander. 
IDENTIFICATION: CNFRM, ---  CoNFiRM a h i t  or miss - A player or referee function 
a 
PURPOSE: To determine the r e su l t s  of the f i r i n g  of a weapon. 
CNFRM/ALL/ ( TYPE OF WEAPON) 
Type of weapon i s  optional. 
The weapon names a re  automatically generated and printed by WEAPO. 
RESTRICTIONS: Confirmations a re  calculated up t o  present time. I f  it i s  too 
early, a message t o  tha t  effect  i s  printed. 
SAMPLES: 1) CNFRM/TOW~ 
The r e su l t s  of the f i r i n g  of torpedo 4 are  computed and printed. 
Confirms l a s t  asroc f i red.  
3) CT\SFRM/LAST 
Confirms l a s t  weapon f i red .  
4) CNFRM/ALL 
Confirms a l l  unconfirmed weapons. 
IDENTIFICATION: WARM, set - Weapon PARaMeters - A player function - -  
PURPOSE: T b  set decision parameters necessary to fire weapons 
USAGE: WP~~~/sequential list of parameter values separated by 
slashes or a list of parameter name/value/-parameter name/value 
SAMPLES : WPARM/WEP~/YES/ESTG/= ,005 
WPARM/YES/NO/= . ol/YEs/=3. o 
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